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PREFACE

The period 1958-1959 was a momentous one for Spain. This period 

witnessed the emergence of national decisions having a salutary impact 

upon the social, economic, and political life of the nation. And there 

are many indications that the changes occurring so far are merely the 

initial stages of a thorough-going revitalization of a closed society 

and a stagnant economy.

This study provides a contemporary view of this newly-energized 

Spanish economic system, with particular attention to its emerging market 

economy.

The approach will be of an exploratory and descriptive nature, 

supplemented by comparative and analytical techniques wdiere appropriate. 

It is hoped that the result will be a reasonably accurate appraisal of 

the present status and future potentials of this last great untapped 

market of Europe.

Acknowledgements are due many persons and agencies for their 

consideration and timely assistance in providing urgently-needed publi

cations, guidance, and suggestions. In particular, thanks are due to: 

Miss Irene Allen of the Economist Intelligence Unit, New York City, for 

her personal interest and superb service in handling data requests; to 

the Commercial Officers of the American Embassy, Madrid, for suggestions 

as to data sources within Spain and for their Interest in the results of 

the study; to the Commercial Offices of the Spanish Embassy in the United 

States for their Initial guidance to Spanish data sources; to the Banco
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Espanol de Credito, Madrid, for a complimentary copy of its exhaustive 

Anuario del Mercado Espanol, 1966; and to Mr. Charles T. Reynor of the 

U. S. Department of Commerce, Washington, for forwarding, on his own 

initiative, a newly-published market report on Spain. A special ack

nowledgement is due Sr. Mart in Pujol, graduate economist at the Institute 

de Estudios Superiores do la Empresa in Barcelona, for his exhaustive 

letter treating specific questions regarding institutional developments 

in Spanish marketing.
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INTRODUCTION

Undeniably, there are stirrings in the Iberian Peninsula. Many 

observers of European political, economic, and social developments com

ment in current periodicals upon the quickening pace of modernization in 

Spain. Most of these reports are simply fragmentary impressions, based 

upon sketchy objective evidence and with little analytical treatment from 

a "systems'* viewpoint. Nevertheless, the weight of evidence from these 

accumulated impressions does provide an emerging pattern of accelerating 

change.

xApparently there is a new spirit abroad in the land--one seeking, 

perhaps, to draw inspiration from the Spain of the Golden Century. A 

romantic notion, this— but one that fits the Spanish mystique. It has 

been said that "only the hero's legend and the martyr's crown bring 

recruits in Spain," and that the Spaniard will never fight to correct 

a grievance, but only to defend an ideal. Can it be that the present- 

day ferment— already called the "Spanish miracle"— is the twentieth 

century equivalent of the Reconquista or of the deeds of the Conquis- 

tadores of Spain's Golden Age?

Accumulating statistical evidence from both indigenous and 

international economic sources tends to reinforce the growing conviction 

that Spain is indeed in the initial phases of a new economic and social 

re-orientation. It was the resolute action of the Spanish government, 

in the pivotal years of 1958 and 1959, that provided the key impetus for 

this phenomenon. But there are signs that important consequences, not

^Gerald Brenan, The Spanish Labyrinth (New York: The MacMillan 
Company, 1943), p. 172.
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originally foreseen, are now emerging in the wake of this forward-looking 

policy shift.

Materialistic standards of the modern world demand that many 

important measures of progress be expressed in mundane terms such as 

gross national product, per capita income, standard of living, etc. 

Accordingly, a primary objective of this study is to evaluate the devel

oping Spanish story in these terms. The social and political background 

against which these economic events are emerging forms the indispensable 

frame of reference--and, perhaps, the raison d'etre of the study itself.

- 2 -
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CHAPTER I

PERSPECTIVE

The awaken ins;

Some observers say that Spain's campaign to "re-join the World" 

presages a revolutionary change in the nation's way of life. This may 

be an exaggeration; but there is no denying that the common needs and 

aspirations of the populace are dynamic in nature, constantly modified 

by an everchanging perception of the attainable. The emergence of a 

glimmering hope, a glimpse of the "good life" enjoyed by other societies, 

a brief foretaste of liberalization at home— these are enough to unleash 

powerful forces of change in this ancient kingdom. A keen awareness of 

the glittering history of 16th century Spain merely serves to whet long- 

dormant aspirations.

It is evident that this apparent reversal of a long-time with

drawal (more precisely, ostracism) of Spain from the mainstream of world 

affairs is no sudden, fortuitous turn of events. It is the culmination 

of a series of planned actions, instigated by important new intellectual 

forces within the elite of the nation.

It should be noted, parenthetically, that one of the initial 

stimuli triggering important economic events in Spain was the U. S.- 

Spanish defense agreement of 1953. This agreement, in turn, was the 

fruit of some rather precipitate policy changes by the United States 

government after the sudden outbreak of the Korean conflict confirmed 

the existence of a palpable Communist threat to world security. Spain

- 4 -
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immediately became a strategic factor in plans for containment of that 

threat.

One writer, a longtime New York Times correspondent in Spain,

credits much of the current revival to two key sociological factors:

A decisive factor has been the natural intelligence 
and energy of the Spaniards, now showing what they can do when 
controls are eased. The most important single stimulus has 
been the rise of the new post-Civil War generation, now reaching 
positions of leadership. This has had a profound sociological 
effect.

This same observer calls the present four-year development plan, launched

by the government in 1964, "the most important single factor in Spanish
2history since the Civil War.*'

One assumption implicit in many contemporary treatments seems to 

be that current developments in Spain are simply another chapter in the 

European economic renascence that was sparked by the Marshall Plan and 

fueled by the European Economic Community. There are, in fact, indica

tions that a prospective association with or membership in the EEC has 

inspired some of the economic moves of the Spanish government in recent 

years. Welles states that successful French Four-Year Plans have served

as models for Spanish developmental planning. Such planning, he says,
3had never before been attempted in Spain.

These assumptions and explanations, eminently logical and 

credible in themselves, may tend to oversimplify the Spanish phenomenon. 

Indeed, the very history of Spain refutes the notion that it is just 

another European country swept along in Continental cross-currents. As

^Benjamin Welles, Spain: The Gentle Anarchy (New York: Frederick 
A. Praeger, 1965), p. 312.

2 Ibid., p. 313.
3Ibid.



with so many events in Spanish history, the contemporary scene in Spain 

should be viewed as the tip of the proverbial iceberg: there is more 

there than meets the eye.

The Spaniard

If anything may be said to be "typically Spanish," it is the

tradition of individualism— an apolitical bias that insulates the

individual from his fellows and that regards the family as the largest

viable political unit. Indeed, Anarchism as a serious social philosophy

has long exerted an appreciable influence in Spanish society. Benjamin

Welles, in his selection of a title for his humanized portrait of

modem Spain, tacitly recognizes the basic nature of this extraordinary 
4people.x His numerous capsule characterizations tend to emphasize the 

stolidity, grace, endurance— and, above all, the singularity— of the 

Spaniard. Typical vignettes include ". . . Spain, a country of sweet 

indiscipline, . . . can only be ruled by a firm hand. . . . the Spaniard 

is a rebel by nature . . . "

That these recorded impressions are neither peculiarly twentieth 

century nor uniquely American is demonstrated by the following obser

vations:

Chateaubriand, Frenchman, 1808: "I have great respect for these 
people who respect themselves, who do not go off to serve other 
nations and have preserved truly original characteristics . . . "

Maurice Stendahl, German, 1839: "I like the Spaniard because he 
is an individual, not a copy of someone else. He is the last 
individualist left in Europe." (,

Jean Descola, Frenchman, 1950's: "The Spaniard is an indivi
dualist; . . . although respectful of order, he does not accept

- 6 -
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hierarchy readily. . . .  He resists integration into groups. . . . 
The only group to which the Spaniard unreservedly adheres is the 
family, or rather HIS family, . . .

George Borrow, a Briton who circulated the Scriptures in Spanish

for the British Bible Society in the late 1830's, had high words of

praise for the people he was sent to proselyte:

l will say for the Spaniards that in their social intercourse 
no people in the world exhibit a greater feeling of what is due 
the dignity of human nature or better understand the behavior 
that behooves a man to adopt toward his fellow beings.^

unadhesiveness, . . .  a congeries of consonant 
7

British author Thomas F. MeGann in 1963 described Spain as a 

"land of paradoxes, . . 

parts rather than an organism."

An institutional view of Spain is provided in an official report 

by the Bank of America in 1965. After describing, in most unbankerlike 

terms, ". . . the glory of Spain . . . ," the report took note of the 

. . remarkable collection of dissimilarities— weather, . . . archi

tecture, . . . topography; and in its people, who exhibit the most
g

conspicuous dissimilarities of all."

Hugh Thomas makes a graphic comment on the Spaniard's idealism 

and individualism:

There are, of course, many natural enemies in Spain--especially 
drought and barren soil. But it is not against these but 
against each other that Spaniards have turned the full weight

^Jean Descola, A History of Spain (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
1963), pp. 451, 453.

^Quoted by Angier Biddle Duke, speech before Spain-U. S. Chamber 
of Commerce, New York, June 12, 1967. Published in Spaln-U. S. Trade 
Bulletin, No. 37, July-August, 1967.

^Thomas F. McCann (ed.), Portrait of Spain (New York: Alfred 
A. Knopf, 1963), p. 291.

O
Bank of America, Spain, A Bank of America Report (San Francisco: 

Bank of America, 1965), p. 2.
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of their energies during the past four centuries. The picture 
of the Christian conquerors permitting the irrigation channels 
or the Moors in Granada to be filled in should be a perpetual 
spectre before the eyes of those who sacrifice all for an ideal. 9

Romanticized descriptions of the Spaniard, his culture, and his 

uniqueness may tend to ignore the more prosaic aspects of his human

ness. His legendary patience in the face of adversity, exploitation, 

and subjugation no doubt reinforces his image as a solitary, stolid 

character Impervious to the blandishments of effete materialism. That 

he has many basic aspirations in common with the rest of humankind may 

have been further obscured by a long exposure to Spartan economic con

ditions.

There is room to doubt that the Spaniard is in fact so immune 

to the worldly attractions of the modem age. Opportunity has been his 

main lack— and opportunity now looms large on his horizon.

Society and the marketplace

It is the essence of my thesis that any examination 
of the historical development of marketing and distribution 
shows that our distributive institutions and marketing practices 
are largely a function of the basic social conditions of the 
time and place . . .  our distributive system grows up largely 
in response to basic social factors, . . . 10

Ih these terms, Professor David Leighton supplies the rationale 

for the systems approach to the study of a market environment. M. Y. 

Yoshino adds that "a marketing system in the traditional society, however 

inefficient economically and technologically it may appear to an outsider,

o
Hugh Thomas, The Spanish Civil War (New York: Harper & Bros.. 

Publishers, 1961), p. 52.

*®David S. R. Leighton, "Social Changes in Western Europe: Impli
cations for Marketing," The Business Quarterly (Winter, 1962), pp. 17-24. 
Quoted in John M. Hess and Philip R. Cateora, International Marketing 
(Homewood, 111.: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1966), p. 206. a
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has quite adequately met the economic and social needs of local con

sumers.

Implicit in these statements is the need for the in-depth study 

of the foreign (or new) market environment, as the basic step toward a 

marketing approach that will be acceptable to the local consumer. The 

sine qua non for this acceptance is that the alternative system must 

offer--and the consumer must perceive— a greater total satisfaction than 

that offered by traditional practices. This perception of relative 

advantages is rooted in the cultural attitude toward innovation. In 

some societies, the psychic satisfaction of traditionalism is so power

ful as to blot out all perception of innovative advantage.

As previously noted, the individualism of the Spaniard argues 

against a conformist role. He is not at heart a traditionalist. His 

history is a case study in assmilation and adaptations. Xenophobia is 

an oft-noted trait. Indeed, the Spaniard*s conception of a "foreign*1 
influence has traditionally included anything that originated outside 

the boundaries of his own native region or province within the Penisula.

What does all this augur for the evolution of the Spanish 

marketing system under current conditions of accelerating change? Is 

it conceivable that such a "congeries of consonant parts" and a society 

of such "conspicuous dissimilarities" would ever be susceptible to the 

mass-persuasion techniques of modern marketing?

It is possible to infer that blind tranditionalism will not rule 

the Spaniard's attitude toward a changing system. On the contrary, his 

intelligence and adaptability argue for rapid assimilation of new pro

cesses and institutions--so long as they are perceived to be of Spanish

^M. Y. Yoshino, "International Opportunities for American 
Retailers," Journal of Retailing, Vol. 42, No. 1 (Spring, 1966), p. 5.
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origin. Beyond such generalized inferences, the need exists for ways to 

evaluate observed developments and to predict their future direction.

Market: Spain

A U. S. Department of Commerce publication of November, 1966, 

entitled Market Share Reports: Spain, ^  lists approximately 840 dis

tinct commodities and products imported by Spain from the rest of the 

world during the years 1962 through 1965. (The U. S. share of this 

import market during these years varied between 15.7% and 19.8%. )

Listed under the revised Standard International Trade Class

ification (SITC) of the United Nations, these products and commodities 

range from hydrocarbons through aircraft launchers. Included are such 

contrasting items as fine silks and woven hemp; pig iron and the moly

bdenum-tungsten-tantalum family of exotic metals; barrel staves and high 

carbon steel plate; cut-glass ornaments and non-industrial diamonds.

More fanciful Spanish tastes inspired imports of human hair, wigs, false 

beards, and parachutes. These and all of the 828 other items were 

destined, of course, for ultimate consumers— somewhere. The story of 

how they reach their eventual destinations is a part--only a part--of 

the story of distribution and marketing in Spain. Such a story, uniquely 

Spanish in detail, would also contain important similarities to that of, 

say, the United States, or France, or Russia.

Certainly the diversity of tastes, interests, and cultures of any 

nation--not of Spain only--may be graphically protrayed by its list of 

imports. And, no doubt, the domestic channels through which these imports

U. S. Bureau of International Commerce, DIB 67 90040 (November,12
1966).
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travel to reach their final users are of more than passing interest to 

students of distribution .and marketing. Selective analysis can and does 

provide useful information on the direction and rate of change of parti

cular "sub-markets" within the national market. For example, SITC 

Item 553.0--perfume, cosmetics, etc.--shows that Spain, between the 

years 1962 and 1965, increased annual imports by 152%. This salutary 

increase in apparent demand for foreign-made toiletries could spawn 

several inferences, all of which may be incorrect or at best only par

tially correct--and nearly all over-simplified.

A key point is that this bit of data on the imports of cosmetics 

and perfumes is significant only as it is related to other bits of data 

that tell something about the domestic producers and consumers of these 

products--and about the political entity that governs them all. Perhaps 

the Spanish government (as it often does) is simply using the tool of 

increased imports to boost the efficiency and lower the prices of domes

tic producers. (This would be the stick portion of the carrot-and- 

stick system.) Thus, it might develop that there was rm real increase 

in the demand for toiletries in Spain during the period in question.

On the other hand, inquiry would reveal a 50% increase, between 1960 and 

1965, in the number of Spanish women in the active labor force. A 

plausible inference (subject to further checking) would be that such 

additional outs ide-the-home employment creates additional demand for 

personal care items. Then there is the matter of rising income levels 

in general, accompanied--or preceded--by rising aspirations that demand 

more expensive foreign goods. At the very least, further investigation 

is required if this bit of data is to become meaningful.
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All of the above is a round-about approach to the fundamental 

idea that a basic understanding of the '’Spanish market" involves an 

in-depth study of the system known as Spain.

This system is an agglomeration of political, social, and econ

omic forces, the resultant of which lends itself to myriad interpretations. 

Just, one among the multiple aspects of this system is the image of Spain 

as a consumer and producer of goods and services. It would require a 

voluminous study to analyze those economic, social, and political 

influences that shape this image--influences that themselves are but the 

resultants of untold millions of individual decisions that comprise 

everyday life and living.

The study that follows will have a relatively modest goal: a 

simple, factual assessment of the significant milestones in the develop

ment of the Spanish market economy since the Civil War, with particular 

attention to the post-1959 period. Concomitant social changes and their 

reflections in the mirror of human aspirations will furnish the backdrop 

for an evaluation of this "last great untapped market in Europe. 1,13

Welles, op. clt.t p. 323.13



CHAPTER II

CRUCIAL FAILURES: THE CIVIL WAR 

The fruits of disunity

The Spanish Civil War of 1936-39 has been variously described 

as a successful crusade against Communism and as a defeat for democracy, 

intellectual freedom, and constitutional government. Without taking 

either viewpoint, Rhea M. Smith places the conflict in the longer 

historical perspective:

Franco, . . . , is the successor to two dynasties of foreign 
rulers (Habsburgs and Bourbons), who were interested more in 
family affairs than in Spain. He is the first Spaniard to 
guide the destinies of Spain since the era of Ferdinand and 
Isabella. (Italics mine) ~  -----------

Rafael Altamira, Spanish intellectual and historian, wrote in 

1949 of the "two Spains" emerging from the Civil War, ". . . with no 

moral possibility of the two parts being welded into one . . . these 

two Spains are now living as far apart in space as in the spirit.

Of the ex-patriate group— himself included— 1 iving in fragmentary 

groups around the world, he writes:

And ninety-five percent of it. . . represents a con
siderable mass of Spanish intellectual ism; is possessor . . . 
of the creative faculty . . . , working day by day to enrich 
the universal treasure-house of culture.^

Rhea Marsh Smith, Spain: A Modem History (Ann Arbor: Univer
sity of Michigan Press, 1965), p. 500.

, io/5 &ii!fael ^tamira, A History of Spain (New York: D. Van Nostrand& Co., 1949), p. 645.
16Ibid.

-  13 -
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Altamlra's perspective on the Spain of 1949 is (like Smith’s in

1965) drawn from the long historical view, regarding the Civil War as 

one ripple in the long swell of Spanish history. The contemporary 

(twentieth century) renascence of Spanish life, he says, had its first 

roots in 1833, at the end of the reign of Ferdinand VII. Its spiritual 

beginnings he traces to ". . . the spirit of liberalism . . .  and reform 

which came to be infused conjointly with the philanthropic and liberal 

program of the eighteenth century and the more recent influences of the 

French Revolution. " * 7
The struggle for the realization of the liberal ideal continued 

throughout the nineteenth century and through the first third of the 

twentieth. Always there was the failure, at critical moments, of the 

unadhesive, separatist Spaniards of the various regions to rally to 

the cause.

When, at last, the middle and left were united in an uneasy 

coalition government under the Republican constitution of 1931, the 

issue was joined. For the first time since the abortive First Republic 

of 1873, the cause of liberalism and the mass welfare became a national 

commitment. The forces of conservatism reacted, in classic Spanish 

style, to this unfolding threat to their long dominance: they conspired 

to undo it.

The final tragedy was precipitated directly by the failure of 

the middle, or moderate right-wing coalition party which held the balance 

of power in the government, to step in resolutely to fill the vacuum 

between the extremists of right and left in Spain. The result was the 

eclipse of the liberal dream. 17

1 7Ibid., p. 537.
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Gerald Brenan, in his definitive study, The Spanish Labyrinth, 18 
attributes the so-called "separatist” tendencies of the regions and 

provinces to the discontent of the petit bourgeos ie with perennially 

adverse economic conditions. Furthermore, from time immemorial, the 

policy of the central government had been to silence complaints by the 

policy of "divide and rule"--fomenting class tensions between the 

industrial workers and the bourgeosie. The result was simply a guar

antee of chronic disunity.

More than anything else, it has been the failure of 
the ruling classes to provide honest government, or to show 
the least regard for the complaints that cried out to Heaven 
against them from the provinces, that has made Spain the 
classic land of insurrections.*9

Brenan wrote these words in 1943, looking back at a century 

and more of futility in the struggle toward constitutional government. 

This habitual disunity had culminated in the defeat of the liberal 

movement.

Social legacy

These Spaniards of 1939 were the product of a social structure 

rooted in centuries of a monarchical system under which a small hered

itary and landed upper class— abetted by a small group of public 

officials, wealthy merchants, and professionals--guided the nation's 

affairs, held all political power, and controlled the economy. The 

established church was strongly identified with these upper classes, 

and tended to perpetuate the sharp social stratification among its 

communicants.

18Brenan, op. cit.

*^Ibid., p. xi.
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Seventy-five percent of the population were included in the 

lower class: poor, illiterate laborers, most of whom were landless 

agricultural families. In between the upper and lower classes--in 

the nature of a "buffer," as it were--existed only a very small middle 

class of small shop-keepers, professionals, and artisans.

The rigid class structure, together with slow or nonexistent 

economic development, prevented movement from one group to another.

The opportunity to attain the education, training, and financial 

position necessary for upward social mobility was primarily confined 

to the social classes who had already "arrived” or were well up the 

ladder.

The upper classes, insulated for centuries from the mainstream 

of the population, had tended to become in-bred, homogeneous, and resis

tant to change. The existing church-state hegemony was sufficient to 

legitimize the existing social order. The elite were impervious to 

the crying needs of the dispossessed. The patriarchal system became 

the cornerstone of Spanish society for both rich and poor— alienated 

as the social classes had become from one another. The family became 

the basic political unit in S pa in--and, for the poor, the only service

able political institution.

The traditional aristocratic pursuit of power and prestige had, 

in the past, been the motivating economic force among the upper classes. 

Land ownership was regarded as the symbol of this power. The pursuit 

of economic gain--the profit motive--was frowned upon, except as such 

gain might accrue to the owner of real property.

The traditional social patterns of Spain had been under attack 

for a century before the Civil War. This war had its roots in the



political strife and social turmoil that began with the intrusion of 

liberal ideas and influences in the early years of the nineteenth 

century. It was a tragic climax to the repeated failures of Spanish 

society "to react intelligently to the ideas of the French Revolution. " 20

Political reaction

If Franco was the first Spaniard to rule Spain in 400 years, it 

was also a historical fact in 1939 that the rank and file of the Spanish 

people had taken no real part in politics for the past 200 years. In 

their view, the government and its laws were no concern of theirs. 21
The ordinary Spaniard might thus be excused for his jaundiced 

view of events over which, by tradition, he had no control. Political, 

social, economic democracy— all were completely foreign to the Spaniard 

of 1939. He and his forebears had been the beneficiaries of parliamentary 

government— Spanish style— for generations. The form, but not the sub

stance, of representative government was there.

The Spanish equivalent of "bossism"— the cacique system— had 

refined the exercise of ward-heeler politics to new levels of cynicism.

This system, an unabashed negation of the exercise of the franchise, 

was designed to perpetuate the power of the land-owner class and their 

allies. The "poison-cup" quality of Spanish politics was nowhere more 

starkly demonstrated than in this pernicious system. Though he might 

be among the illiterate 50% of the population, the Spaniard of the 

small towns and rural areas was not deceived by the cloak of respect

ability afforded to the ruling classes by this fictitious democracy.
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The wonder is that the parliamentary system, as a form, was 

allowed to persist since no Spaniard, seemingly, was deluded by it.

It served, perhaps, as a facade--a Spanish gesture toward the liberalizing 

influences of the nineteenth century. The phenomenon lends substance to 

the observation that "in Spain, kings, and governments legislate, centuries 

pass, yet the fundamental problems remain unchanged. " 22
The Civil War marked an abrupt end to the traditional isolation 

of the Spanish rank and file from the nation's politics. Indeed, this 

very involvement was the proximate spark that set off the holocaust. 

Warfare, the ultimate form of political involvement, was the characteristic 

extremist reaction of the Spaniard to generations of withdrawal from the 

exercise of political influence.

That the commitment was total was abundantly documented by able 

journalists on the scene: Hemingway, Sheehan, Malraux, Matthews, and

many others. Hugh Thomas eloquently expresses the Spanish quality of 
this devotion:

. . . the . . . spectre of those many thousands of warriors 
' ! * "ho • . . died, nearly all giving their lives— with less 
reluctance than in most wars— for causes which, on both sides, 
they had come to believe were noble. 23

The Civil War, a landmark event in Spain's social and political 

history, is no less a benchmark in its economic history. Indeed, there 

is ample evidence that economic forces were prominent among the root 

causes of the conflict-a fact which occasions no surprise to any 

observer of human behavior.

22 Ibid., p. 114.
23Thomas, op. cit.. p. 608.
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The social, economic, and political consequences of the conflict 

are pertinent to the purpose of this study, but it does not seem feasible, 

in a limited space, to define them. Rather, the resultants of these 

basic forces will be measured in economic and social terms. "Outcrop

pings*1 will be used as identity tags for larger forces and events.
Human aspirations will be described, and measurable evidence of pro

gress toward their achievement will be documented.

Inevitably, these social and economic phenomena must be eval

uated within the perspective of the political, social, and financial 

Institutions that constrain them.





CHAPTER III

THE SPANISH RENASCENCE: ORIGIN AND GOALS 

Chaos and reorganization

Salvador de Madariaga, eminent expatriate Spanish historian 

and philosopher, defined three aspects of the task faced by the vic

torious General Francisco Franco when, on July 31, 1939, he assumed 

absolute authority in Spain:

. . .  to rebuild the nation’s soul; to re invigorate her 
w L  dangerous course through the stormiest
aters which tne foreign policy of Spain had known for 
centuries.A

Only in the third aspect, that of foreign policy, does Madiaraga

give Caudillo high marks: «. . . he showed himself a shrewd and 
patient diplomat . . . . ” 2

Certainly, the "body" of Spain In 1939 «as In a deplorable state. 

Most of the nation's gold stock had been spirited away to Moscow; the 

remainder was In various caches in Europe and Spanish America. The conn- 

try's basic resources were a shambles; the cattle population decimated; 

railway rolling stock depleted by 50%, motor vehicles by 70%; roads and 

bridges In ruins. The country was saddled with a monstrous foreign debt 

Incurred to finance the war. The trade balance, chronically in deficit 

before the war, worsened in 1940.

- . . . Salvador de Madariaga, Spain: A Modern Historv vnrv.Frederick A. Praeger, 1958), p . 553. --------- --- --- ^  V YOrK*

•Ibid.
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Offers of outside assistance were not lacking: both the Axis 

powers and Anglo-French-American interests offered concrete financial 

and technical assistance toward reconstruction. Franco, however, had 

anchored his national policy to one central concept: to maintain Spain's 

neutrality in the developing European war.

In May, 1939, hard on the heels of the final peace in the 

Spanish conflict, a consortium of Anglo-European-American banks offered 

Spain a big reconstruction loan. The offer was rejected.

This meant untold hardship for a country paralyzed 
by lack of capital. The decision could therefore have been 
dictated only by higher considerations of national policy.

The time would come when such foreign assistance would be sought, but

that time was some years away. The present price was too high for

war-ravaged Spain.

The shrewd opportunism credited to General Franco in his foreign 

policy was perforce a key feature of his domestic policy as well. The 

maintenance of an equilibrium between the contending forces in the 

Spanish political arena, never an easy task, was compounded by the 

chaotic economic and social situation at the end of the war. In the 

course of the post-war years, el Caudillo demonstrated a consummate 

political mastery that confounded innumerable adversaries, both domestic 

and expatriate. By patiently maintaining an uneasy balance between con

tending political forces— Army, Church, Monarchists, and Falangists—  

Franco was able to bring a degree of stability (sans freedom) to Spain.

And through what instrument of government was the absolute

authority of this self-appointed leader exercised?
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Th® Falange Española Iradicionalista y de las Juntas de Ofensiva 

Nacional-S indicalistas— Falange, for short--was an amalgamation of con

servative, right wing, and monarchist political elements that coalesced 

around the Nationalist cause during the Civil War. General Franco 

selected the Falange as a tool with which to form a new state ». . . to 

establish an economic regime overriding the interests of individual 

group or class, . . .  to multiply wealth in the service of the state, 

of social justice and of the Christian liberty of the individual. » 4 Use 

of the word "tool» assumes significance, in the light of later events-- 

since a tool .may be discarded when its usefulness has ended.

In essence, this was a corporate state, a state within a state, 

based upon a gigantic union of producers in the service of national 

economic integrity— to use its creator’s words. It was, basically, a 

crude attempt at national self-sufficiency, modeled on the Fascist 

states that were in vogue at the time. In the light of existing world 

political conditions, the concept of a self-sufficient state held some 

appeal, at least on pragmatic grounds.

In the course of its evolution over the years, some adjustments 

were made in the overall power structure. However, the basic, functional 

relationships remained unchanged— reflecting the personalized, unimpaired 

(if not unchallenged) executive power of their creator. 5
Hugh Thomas, in 1961, pictures el Caudillo as ruling ". . . ac

cording to no theory of government save his own brand of compromise, 

developed during the Civil War, between Falange, Church, and Monarchists. » 6

4 Ibid., p. 556.

Appendix A shows the basic structure of the central government 
and its ancillary organisms as presently constituted.

6Thomas, op. cit., p. 618.
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The word "compromise" may be an inapt description of the political sagac

lty that for so long has preserved the quintessential power of the Chief 
of State.

A national referendum of December 14, 1966, approved a New 

Organic Law of the State which had been proposed by General Franco on 

November 22. In the governmental structure provided under this new law, 

one significant change--an omission--is observed. The Secretary-General 

of the Movimiento, the Falange, no longer holds the ministerial-level 

position that had been his since the Civil War. Had the "tool" outlived 

its usefulness?

Emerging crisis

In economics, as in love and war, the Spanish are 
extremists, and from the stagnation of the 1940's the pen
dulum began to swing to the inflationary boom of the 1950's.
The acumen of the Spanish entrepreneur, sharpened by years of 
black-marketeering, began to transform the national scene. 7

Thus colorfully does an intimate observer of the Spanish scene

describe in over-simple terms the economic vagaries of the post-war

years. Certainly, many noteworthy events, planned and unplanned, had

marked the uneven course of the nation during the world's recovery

from World War II and its adjustment to Cold War I. (Figure 2)

The Franco 1940 policy of non-involvement had been compounded,

after World War II, by a calculated policy of political and economic

ostracism of Spain by the victorious Allies. Spain was plainly going

to stand or fall by her own efforts. The indicated path was simply to

become self-sufficient in all things. Thus, the economic institutions

of the nation were adapted to do just that— hopeless though the goal

might be. The predictable result of this "go-it-alone" strategy was

7tfelles, op. cit.. p. 316.



FIGURE 2.--SPAIN'S PROGRESS CHART

SCHEDULE OF LIBERALIZATION

Date Event
April, 1951 Joined Food and Agricultural Organization 

(FAO)
May, 1951 Joined World Health Organization (WHO)
January, 1953 Joined UNESCO
September, 1953 U. S.-Spanish Defense Agreement signed
December, 1955 Became member of United Nations
September, 1958 Joined International Monetary Fund 

(IMF)
September, 1958 Joined International Bank for Recon

struction and Development (IBRD)
July, 1959 Initiated monetary stabilization plan
July, 1959 Joined Organization for European 

Economic Cooperation (OEEC)
August, 1960 Charter member of Mediterranean Regional 

Project (educational improvement program)
March, 1961 IBRD mission began economic survey of 

Spain
February, 1962 Began negotiations for membership in 

the European Economic Community (EEC)
August, 1963 Joined General Agreement on Taxation and 

Tariffs (GATT)
September, 1963 U. S.-Spanish Defense Agreement renewed
January, 1964 Inauguration of first four-year develop

ment plan (DP-I)

- 26  - ,
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pure stagnation--with the exception of a lively black-market, ". . . in 

which a new generation of Spanish businessmen cut their eyeteeth. " 8 9
Only the exigencies of the Cold War prevented final economic 

disaster in Spain. Seven weeks after declaring that it would be a 

"very, very long time" before the United States would have an ambas

sador in Madrid, President Truman found himself dispatching an ambassador 
q

to Madrid. The Korean conflict had begun— and the Cold War was becoming 

very warm indeed.

Spain would live to serve yet another cause. El Caudillo’s oft- 

repeated prophecies about the Communist threat were being borne out.

Prelude to progress

By mid-1959, the state of the Spanish economy had deteriorated 

to the point where only drastic action would avert national bankruptcy.

The infusion of $2 billion of U. S. economic and military aid, reviving 

the deflated economy of 1950-53, had done its job but too well. Now, 

the rejuvenated pauper was living beyond his means.

Overpowering inflationary forces, fueled by fiscal indiscipline, 

had depleted foreign exchange reserves to the point that current foreign 

accounts were delinquent. Increasingly urgent pleas for reform, from 

both domestic and foreign economists, had gone unheeded.

Spanish capital had been fleeing the country for some years in 

the face of the Government’s heavy-handed intervention in the free market 

economy. The stultifying effects of the monolithic syndicate organization 

had brought business expansion to a virtual standstill. The Government- 

owned Institute Nacional de Industria (INI), operating behind the shield

8 Ibid.
9Madariaga, op. cit.. p. 602.
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of import tariff protection and special tax benefits, continued its 

uneconomic use of national resources.

At this point, hard decisions were forced upon the Government 

by the naked threat of disaster. The advocates of reform were given the 

go-ahead to undertake, in cooperation with the Organization for European 

Cooperation (OEEC) and the International Monetary Fund, a stabilization 

program designed to restore the equilibrium of the Spanish economy.

Included in the stabilization program were: devaluation of the 

peseta, restrictions on public and private spending; and a program of 

trade liberalization. Credits to support the program were obtained 

from the OEEC, the IMF, and U. S. government and private sources. Spain's 

membership in the OEEC became effective with the advent of the stabil

ization plan, July 20, 1959.

The World Bank noted later that

• • • these decisions were significant both politically and 
economically . . .  (they) marked the end of economic isolation 
and cleared the way for a freer economy, based on international 
trade and economic cooperation with other countries. 10 11

For its part, the Spanish government succinctly highlighted the 

significance of the occasion:

The time has come to redirect economic policy in order 
to place the Spanish economy in line with the countries of the 
Western world, and to free it from the interventions inherited 
from the past, which do not correspond to the needs of the 
present situation.1! (Italics mine)

New voices were rising within the Government-voices whose 

Influence was to increase with the passage of time. A new, liberal 

force had arisen in Spain.

10The Economic Development of Spain (Baltimore: The Johns 
Hopkins Press, 1963), p. 46.

1 1Ibid.



CHAPTER IV

BLUEPRINT FOR THE FUTURE

Pattern for reform

A landmark event in Spain's economic revitalization was an 

economic survey mission organized and conducted in 1961-62 by the 

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World Bank) 

at the request of the Spanish Government. Coming on the heels of the 

successful Stabilization Plan of 1959, this initiative of the Govern

ment was further evidence of the progressive spirit permeating its 

economic councils.

It was by this time becoming evident that the continuity of Spain's 

drive for economic reconstruction was not simply a fortuitous conjuncture 

of political and social forces. There was a pattern of organized 

influence behind the scenes— a liberalizing philosophy that was dis

placing old spheres of power and alarming vested interests within the 

power structure of the state. The name of Opus Dei was becoming pro

minent in the elite circles of business, the professions, and government. 12
Composed primarily of brilliant young professional men of the post- 

Clvil War generation, a key cadre at the ministerial level in the Govern

ment had been responsible for the initiation of the Stabilization Plan of

12Official title: Sacerdotal Society of the Holy Cross and Opus 
Dei^ See Appendix B for background information on Opus Dei.
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i959. The members of this group were almost all identified with the

0PJjg.-P.9l movement as members or adherents. Indeed, it appeared that,

by mid-summer 1962, Spain's economy was under the control of Opus Dei 
1 3activists.

Now, these activists were pressing for the next logical step in a 

grand design of reform and liberalization. In brief, their goals were: 

political stability, economic development, modernization of Spain's 

economy, and integration into Western Europe. These mutually-supporting 

goals would logically be achieved in chronological order.

Some five years later, with more evidence at hand, Time was to

report:

Within the (Spanish) government, Opus Dei cabinet 
ministers, all of them brilliant young technocrats, have been 
directly responsible for the sweeping economic reforms that 
brought Spain out of isolation and into prosperity. They have 
also been among the prime movers of the Franco regime's slow 
but unmistakable political liberalization. ^  (Italics mine)

World Bank survey

The basic objective of the World Bank mission, as agreed upon by 

the Spanish Government and the Bank, was to "assist . . .  in the prepar

ation of a long-term development program designed to expand and modernize • 

the Spanish economy and thereby to raise the standard of living of the 

Spanish people while, at the same time, maintaining financial stability. " 13 * 15
The survey of the Spanish economy was an in-depth study of:

1* The various sectors of the economy: transportation, agri
culture, industry and power, and key sub-sectors impinging 
upon the living standards of the population.

13Welles, op. cit., p. 163.

1^"God's Octopus,"
15

Time, May 12, 1967, p. 33.

World Bank Report, op. cit., p. vii.
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2. Fiscal and monetary management, financial institutions and 
practices, and foreign economic policy.

3. The Government's objectives, policies, and organization 
for economic growth.

This study, or inventory, of national assets and their utilization 

formed the basis for a comprehensive set of recommendations accompanying 

the final survey report.

Though the World Bank report was by no means directive in nature, 

it was forthright in its analysis and recommendations. It probed relent

lessly at glaring error and subtle malpractice. The full import of the 

survey and its recommendations was an invitation to the Government to 

release Spain's economic resources from the web of statist restraints, 

obsolete controls, and political monopolies that had very nearly 

strangled the nation. It represented a proposal for . . junking 

the Hitler doctrine of subordinating economics to politics.

The response of the Government was in accord with the spirit of 

its declaration at the time of the 1959 Stabilization Plan. That the 

lapse of three years had apparently seen little measurable progress 

toward freeing the economy from "the interventions inherited from the 

past" was attested by the lengthy list of particulars contained in the 

mission report.

Nevertheless, by mid-1952 the objectives of the stabilization 

program had been attained. The economy was back on a sound basis, 

albeit at a deflated level. During this period numerous liberalizing 

measures had been taken in the areas of external trade and foreign 

investments. The banking system had undergone a basic reform intended 

to make it more responsive to industrial expansion needs. All these

*^Welles, op. clt., p. 316.
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gains had been made over the die-hard opposition of influential factions 

in both government and business. At this point, it seemed clear that 

General Franco’s confidence in his new team of economic activists was 

growing— and with reason.

The Spanish economy was now poised for the really fundamental 

campaign of modernization that would, in due course, prepare it for 

a competitive role in world markets. That this campaign would be waged 

against both natural inertia and active opposition seemed almost obvious. 

The challenge was at hand, and the master design— el Plan de Desarrollo 

Económico y Social— was soon forthcoming.

El Plan de Desarrollo Economica y Social

£^ ne had written, in May, 1960, that the 1959 Stabilization 

Plan ". . . must be accompanied by . . . reforms aimed at transforming 

Spain’s statist economy into a free society where private enterprise can 

flourish. ” 17 Fortune noted that such a basic transformation would require 

far more investment capital than Spain’s enfeebled domestic savings

system could provide, adding that, in order to attract this outside 
capital,

. . . Spain must change its whole business environment, sub
stituting faith in the market economy for its present corporate- 
state form of organization. . . . (This) could have far-reaching 
effects throughout the whole Spanish-speaking world. ^

El.Plan, in its final thirty-volume form, was a faithful mirror

of most of the fundamental recommendations of the historic World Bank
19

study. It seemed evident that the implicit philosophy of the development

"Spain: The Second Effort," Fortune. May, I960, p. 99.

1 8Ibid.. p. 1 0 0.
19See Appendix C for a basic outline of the Plan.
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plan's stated goals and sub-goals would require nothing less than the 

transformation envisaged by Fortune.

Some key guidelines provided by the World Bank survey had helped 

to put the planning task in perspective:

!• Spain, by 1961, had progressed to the point where the key 
economic problem had shifted from one of scarcities to one

. of alternative uses of resources.

2. The development program should serve as a means, not an 
end; and it should be a continuous process of review and 
evaluation over the long term.

3. Administrative agencies should be molded to fit the develop
ment program--not vice versa.

A. Public development activities should be confined to typically 
public investments.

5. Where non-economic reasons for public investment were deemed 
x to be overriding— and these cases should be rare--public

support should be by direct subsidy, not by discriminatory, 
indirect methods that tended to distort the economic 
environment.

6 . The governmental sector of economic activity should be 
clearly delineated, the direction and rate of overall 
development specified, and economic policy precisely 
defined. The area of uncertainty should thereby be 
minimized, expediting the process of firm planning and 
commitment of resources by the private sector.

On December 28, 1963, the Cortes approved the Development Plan, to 

become effective January 1, 1964. On that date began the great experi

ment, cited by some as the greatest event in Spain since the Civil War.

It is ironic to note that the majority of the social goals pro

posed in el Plan are strikingly similar to the agrarian, labor, and 

education programs undertaken by the ill-fated Second Republic in the 

period 1932-34.





CHAPTER V

THE SETTING

The land

Metropolitan Spain, including the nearby Balearic Islands, has an 

area of 495,273 square kilometers. Inclusion of the Canary Islands 

raises Spain’s total provincial area to 502,546 square kilometers. 

Continental Spain covers an area of 490,259 square kilometers. It is 

unlikely than any comparable area in the world embraces a wider range 

of physical and climatic conditions.

Topography and climate.— Forty percent of the country’s penin

sular territory is a high central plateau, or meseta. bounded on all 

sides by rugged, serrated mountain ranges. (Figure 3) This meseta. 

with an average elevation over 2 , 0 0 0  feet above sea level, is semi-arid 

(less than 20 millimeters annual precipitation) and not particularly 
well-adapted to cultivation. Extremes of temperature--broi1ing summers 

and frigid winters--are typical through the meseta. Despite the inhos

pitable climate, the meseta is the principal source of cereal grains for 

both domestic use and export. Expanding irrigation projects are raising 

the volume and dependability of annual yields.

Alluvial strips of arable land, generally more temperate in climate 

than the meseta, bound the Mediterranean side of the peninsula and the 

Atlantic side between Gibraltar and the Portuguese boundary. The Mediter

ranean climate of the Levante area supports the largest citrus production
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in Europe. The semiaridity of the area is offset to a large extent by 

advanced irrigation systems dating back several centuries.

The north and northwest third of the country is rugged, mountainous 

terrain covered by forest and laced by the deep gorges of swift-flowing 

rivers. Its climate, more temperate than that of the interior, is very 

moist and provides by far the greatest rainfall in the peninsula. This

is an area of lush pasturage for livestock and of timber for the lumber 
industry.

Annual precipitation ranges between 45 and 80 millimeters in the 

Galicia-Asturias-3asque periphery and in the Pyrenees region. On the 

inland side of the northern and western coastal ranges, the foothill 

areas bordering the central meseta receive from 20 to 45 millimeters, 
as do various mountain areas that bisect the meseta.

Regional differences.-Over the centuries, the tortured topography 

of Spain has effectively isolated the various sections of the country 

from each other. Communications, until very recent times, were very 

poor and cultural contacts intermittent. Intense regional differences 

developed early, and have been maintained to the present day.

The people

The Spanish people have been described by some scholars as more 

African than European. They are an ancient amalgam of diverse racial 

and ethnic strains: Celt, Iberian, Roman, Visigoth, Jew, and Arab. Spain's 

civilized history far pre-dates that of northern and western Europe.

Spain's existence as a political entity dates from the reign of 

Ferdinand and Isabella, at the end of the fifteenth century. But the real 

history of the Spanish, as an identifiable national group, pre-dates the 

Christian era. The Iberian Peninsula, an integral part of the Roman
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Empire, furnished some of the greatest of Rome’s scholars, philsophers, 

and emperors.

The Moorish influence on the make-up of the Spanish population, 

though not measurable, is unmistakable throughout the land. Music, 

architecture, customs, and folkways--all retain the imprint of eight 

centuries of a graceful, poetic civilization. In the end, the Moorish 

invader bacame Spanish mainly by a process of assimilation— a reconquest 

that exemplified the infinite patience of a hardy people.

A modem ferment

The product of a proud heritage, the Spaniard entered the affluent 

'fifties as one of the poorest among the citizens of the world’s so- 

called ’’developed" countries. His was not a poverty of the spirit, how

ever. As always through the centuries, the dignity of the Spaniard 

contrasted with his visible poverty. Travelers invariably noted the 

extreme cleanliness that characterized even the poorest Spanish village.

A small minority of the Spanish population, with governmental col

laboration, controlled a vastly disproportionate percentage of the 

country's wealth and income. Banking and finance were the province of 

a close-knit elite to whom the status quo was a way of life; risk 

capital was almost non-existent. Latifundia, the huge landed estates 

dating from Roman times, still immobilized a significant share of the 

nation's agricultural resources.

It was against this backdrop of social and economic medievalism 

that the first ripples of popular unrest occurred in the mid-1950's, 

among the miners of Asturias. During the ensuing decade, labor unrest 

and increasingly frequent demonstrations among university students tes

tified to. the ferment of liberalizing ideas among the stolid, patient
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citizenry. In no small measure, the response of the Government-capped 

by the ambitious El Plan de Desarrollo— has been a recognition of the 

power of these budding aspirations.

The consumer: rising aspirations

At mid-year 19o7, there was abundant evidence in Spain that the 

economic forecasts of el Plan had, in many sectors, been far too modest. 

For example, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 

found that the gross national product in 1966 had advanced by 8% in real 
terms over 1965.1 Per capita GNP, by mid-year 1966, had already surpassed

(by some 11% at 1960 prices) the goal of $469 established for year-end 
1967 : 2

x - Gross National Product
(U. S. dollars)

1960
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

Current I960
Prices Prices
335 335
437 399
515 444
572 461688 484
765 513

The exuberance of consumer demand had exceeded all expectations. 

This demand was, in fact, responsible for an increasingly worrisome 

inflationary trend that became evident in late 1965.

The Government in 1966 had been compelled to impose fiscal and 

monetary controls and to restrain consumer credit in an attempt to ease 

inflationary pressures. Its continuing failure to reduce its own fiscal 

deficit was a primary source of the inflationary boom.

, „ Economic Surveys; Spain, 1966-67 (Paris: Organization for Econo
mic Cooperation and Development, 1967), p. 6 .

de Bilbao’ The Spanish Economy in Figures (Bilbao: Banco de Bilbao, 1967). : ----
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Liberalization of imports (particularly of foodstuffs) was used 

extensively by the government throughout 1966 as a weapon against domestic 

price rises. In 1966, for the first time in its modern history, Spain 

became a net importer of foodstuffs.

These various measures exerted only a slight influence on the 

inflation caused by rising demand. By year-end 1966, it was clear that 

more stringent fiscal discipline would be required to prevent a damaging 

slowdown in the real progress of the Development plan. The effort to go 

too far too fast was generating distortions that required prompt and 

drastic remedies.

Continuation of stringent credit restrictions on private business 

and consumer spending was clearly indicated for the early months of 1967.
3

Unemployment was increasing, and worker unrest was rising by April.

At this point, a nagging question was whether the government would 

exercise a degree of fiscal restraint commensurate with its restrictions 

on the private sector. There were disturbing signs that such fiscal 

measures were being postponed or reluctantly applied.

That price imbalances had developed was not too surprising, in 

view of the sweeping goals of the Plan. The motive force behind the 

demand for a fast-growing, but still limited, supply of consumer goods 

was the convergence of the awakening aspirations of millions of Spaniards 

who for too long had been at or below a subsistence standard of living.

It was a matter of record that, as recently as 1963, 55% of Spanish 

households were at or below the subsistence level. 3

3
1967 Hn Department of Commerce, International Commerce, April 3,
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TABLE 1

PER CAPITA INCOME AND INCOME DISTRIBUTION 
IN SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1963a 

(In $ U.S. Current)

Country Per Capita 
Income

Households by Standard of 
Living Level (Percent)

Subsistence Low Medium High

United States 2,527 10 17 38 35
Australia 1,539 12 40 30 18
West Germany 1,350 20 38 27 15
Italy 720 40 30 20 10
Japan 490 52 30 11 7
Argentina 600 40 26 17 7
Spain 515 55 23 16 6
Mexico 383 60 20 12 6
Turkey 2 2 0 75 13 9 3
India 76 93 5 1 1

aM. Y. Yoshlno, "International Opportunities for American 
Retailers, Journal of Retailing, Vol. 42, No. 1 (Spring, 1966), p. 3. 
Citing J. Walter Thompson Company.

The question, whether the Spaniard would indeed react in the 

same way as had his European neighbors in the face of similar entice

ments, appeared to be receiving a painfully affirmative answer. Here 

was increasing evidence that the direction of his vast energies toward 

economic betterment could be as salutary as the results of his well- 

known destructive capabilities.
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Strategic change indicators

Certain measures of social structure and social change provide 

techniques and tools for delineating the direction and rate of change in 

the Spanish economy:^

Population: size, composition, distribution
Income

- Manpower and employment
Education
Social mobility

These changing basic social factors affect consumption patterns, which 

in turn determine marketing and distribution structure.

Such basic indicators, in conjunction with others affording 

both broader and more selective evaluations, will establish a "profile" 

of the Spanish economic structure and of the potential market for goods 

and services in Spain. A dynamic analysis, with time as a second dimen

sion, will indicate past trends in this potential market. With appropriate 

modifying assumptions, these trends may be projected as forecasts of future 

expectations.

Finally, the measure of the "quality" of this Spanish economy 

of 1967 requires extensive comparisons with other economies. To bring 

the analysis into a true international perspective, the Spanish market 

profile will include comparisons with France, Italy, the European Economic 

Community, and the United States.

France and Italy present two different stages of the evolution 

from agrarian to industrial economy, the French being the more mature.

Both are somewhat behind the stage of development of the European Economic 

Community taken as a whole. Finally, the United States economy serves 

as a standard against which the others may be measured and evaluated.

^Leighton, op. cit., p. 206.



CHAPTER VI

CHANGING TRENDS

, Structure of the Economy

Composition of domestic product

Spain is predominantly agricultural, although industrialization 

has made rapid strides within the past decade. Agricultural products, 

up until 1965, accounted for more than 50% of annual exports and for 

more than 25% of foreign exchange earnings. In 1965, for the first 

time, the aggregate value of nonagricultural exports exceeded that of 

agricultural products. (This trend continued in 1966-67, highlighting 

a significant change in Spain’s economic orientation.) A major, though 

rapidly decreasing, fraction of the population is employed in agriculture.

The rapid growth of industrialization is reflected in the 

changing composition of the gross domestic product (GDP):^

Percent of GDP

Component 1962 1964

Total 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0
Agriculture, forestry, fishing 28.0 2 0 . 8
Industry (including construction) 27.3 36.2
Services (including transport) 44.7 43.0

1962 data: U. S., Bureau of International Commerce, Basic Data 
on the Economy of Spain. ORR 63-157 (December, 1963); 1964 data: 
Statistical Office of the European Community, Basic Statistics of the 
Community (Brussels: European Economic Community, 1966), p. 36.

44 -
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Allocation of labor

A revealing comparison shows the accelerating shift of the labor

force from agriculture to the industrial and service fields . 6

Percent of Labor Force (Year-End)

- 1950 1960 1963 1966

Total 100 100 100 100
Agriculture 49 41 38 31
Industry (including construction) 25 31 34 36
Services (including transport and

communications) 26 27 28 33

Finally, an international comparison of the composition of GDP 

puts the Spanish trend into perspective.

TABLE 2

ORIGIN OF GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT AT 
FACTOR COST, 196 5a 

(Percent)

Country
Agriculture, 

Forestry, Fishing Industry^ Services0

Spain (’64) 2 0 . 8 36.2 43.0
EEC 8 . 2 44.9 46.9

France 8 . 8 40. 5 50.7
Italy 13.4 39.5 47.1

USA 3.6 39.0 57.4

Statistical Office of the European Community, 
Basic Statistics of the Community (Brussels: European 
Economic Community, 1966), p. 36.

bIncluding construction.

cIncluding transport and communications. 6

6Calculated from basic data contained in Appendix D.
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This comparison shows that the Spanish economy is still at a relatively 

early stage of its industrial evolution, as compared to those of the 

EEC and the USA.

Sector productivity

By linking the sector allocation of labor to the GDP output by 

sector, it is possible to evaluate, on an international basis, the 

relative efficiency of labor resource utilization.

TABLE 3

SECTOR PRODUCTIVITY, SPAIN AND 
SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1965a

Country

Agricillture Industry Services

Percent
GDP

Percent
Labor
Force

Percent
GDP

Percent
Labor
Force

Percent
GDP

Percent
Labor
Force

Spain ('64) 21 35 36 35 43 30
EEC 8 — 45 -- 47 --

France 9 18 41 39 51 42Italy 13 25 40 39 47 32
USA 4 6 39 31 57 58

Calculated from Table 2, preceding, and Statistical Office 
of the European Community, Basic Statistics of the Community 
(Brussels: European Economic Community, 1966), p. 24.

This analysis illustrates the progression of economic develop

ment from the primarily agricultural economy (Spain), through the "tran

sitional" economies of France and Italy, to the mature, service-oriented

economy of the United States.
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According to available data, 7 it appears that Spain in 1964 had 

attained roughly the stage of economic development reached by Italy in 

1953:

Component Percent of GDP
Percent of Labor 
Force (1954)

- Agriculture 23 43
Industry 37 32
Services 40 25

Supply and use of resources

Direct state participation in the Spanish economy is extensive. 

Many services are provided by state-owned companies: railways, airlines, 

telephones, merchant marine, hotels, television, and several radio 

stations. In addition, the syndicate movement operates various com

panies. State monopolies exist in the petroleum and tobacco industries.

A key instrument of national economic policy is the Institute 

National de Industria (INI), established by the Government in 1941 to 

promote the development of basic industries essential to the economic 

self-sufficiency of the country. In 1965, companies controlled by INI 

were responsible for the following shares of basic economic outputs.®

Statistical Office of the United Nations, Statistical Yearbook.
—'^66 (New York: United Nations, 1967), p. 566; and Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development, Manpower Statistics, 1954-1964 
(Paris: OECD, 1965), p. 112. ~

g
Economist Intelligence Unit, Quarterly Economic Review, Annual 

Supplement: 1967 (London: The Economist, 1967), pp. 8-9.
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Electricity ..............
Brown coal . . ...........
Steel products . ........
Aluminum . . . . . . . . .
Liquid fuels ............
Ships (over 1,000 tons d.w.) 
Automobiles . . . . . . .

Percent of 
National Output

. . 22

. . 34

. . 19

. . 52

. . 49

. . 33

. . 62

INI occupies a preferred position vis-a-vis private enterprise 

in many key economic areas: taxation, finance, and tariff protection, 
among others.

Under the impetus of the Development Plan of 1964-67, the economy 

embarked upon an explosive development of private productive investment. 
In the words of the OECD,

The fact that, for a significant part of industry, 
investment in mudern equipment implied the passage from the 
technological level of the 1920's to that of the 1960's 
explains, in part, the strength of investment demand. . . .
This represented an adjustment of Spanish industry to the 
novel conditions of an "open" economy and the relaxation of 
administrative controls on business operations.^

On the basis of admittedly sketchy statistical data, the OECD 

in July 1967, published a provisional analysis of the allocation of 

national resources for the 1965-66 time period. Table 4 provides clear 

evidence of growing inflationary pressures in the Spanish economy: the 

sharp increase in public consumption, the widening external trade deficit

in 1965 and 1966, and the growing divergence between value and volume 
increases of GNP. 10

Organization for Economic 
Surveys: Spain. 1965-66 (Paris;

9
Coopérât ion 

OECD, 1966),
and Development, Economic 
p. 6 .

^Organization for Economic Cooperation 
Surveys: Spain, 1966-67 (Paris: OECD, 1967), and Development,

p. 6 . Economic
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TABLE 4

SPAIN: SUPPLY AND USE OF RESOURCES 
1965 AND 1966

(U. S. Dollars, Millions)

Perceiit Increases, 1966

•
1965 Implied

1966 Va lue Volume Prices

1. Private consumption 14800 16890 14. 5 7.9 6 . 12 . Public consumption 1902 2 3 1 0 21.5 5.2 15. 53. Fixed investment 4920 5410 10.3 7.7 2.44. Changes in stocks 7 50 10505. Exports of goods
and services 2420 2810 15.7 8.5 6 . 66 . Imports of goods
and services 3170 3880 19.0 14.9 3.67 • GNP, market prices 21456 24570 14. 5 7.8 6.3

As percentages of GNP:

Fixed investment 
External deficit,

22.9 2 2 . 0
goods & services 3.9 4.4

i

Population
Trends

In the eleven-year period 1954-64, Spain had a net emigration of 

1.262 million persons. An estimated 50,000 annually were permanent 

emigrants, principally to Spanish America. This net outflow of popu

lation offset, to a large extent, a falling death rate and a slowly rising 

birth rate. The decade 1950-60 saw a minuscule .84 annual rate of popu
lation increase.

An additional one million Spaniards have been lured as temporary 

emigres by jobs at good wages in more-prosperous countries of western
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Europe. This temporary exodus of otherwise under- or unemployed labor 

provides substantial benefits to the Spanish economy:

le The remittances of expatriate workers have helped 
Spain s balance of payments position.

2. Most of the emigre workers, primarily unskilled
before their departure, will return eventually with 
newly-acquired skills vital to Spanish industry.

3. Remittances represent basically a net gain in domestic 
demand, since the emigre workers were previously almost 
completely unproductive.

There is substantial evidence that the outflow of workers is diminishing 

as the European economies have leveled out and the Spanish economy has 

gained momentum. In Í966, for the first time since 1960, there was no

net emigration to western Europe.

v ̂  lllustrated in the following table, the population growth rate 
has not been a dynamic factor in Spain’s economic growth.

TABLE 5

POPULATION GROWTH, SPAIN 
AND USA 1900-19653

SPA IN USA

Year
Population 
(Millions)

Percent
Growth

Population
(Millions)

Percent
Growth

1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1965

18.60
19.93
21.30
23.56
25.88
27.98
30.43
31.64

7.2 
6.9 

1 0 . 6  
9.8 
8 . 1  
9.1 
4.0

76.09
91.41
106.47
123.08
132.59 
152.27 
180.68
194.59

21.4
15.2
15.6
7.7 
14.8
18.7
7.7

The Tnh3WOu ld| ̂ ank’ "  Economic Development of Spain (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins P r e s s ,  1963), p. 85, 88j  U. S., Bureau of the
’ gtatistica! Abstract of the United States. 1967 (8 8th 

Edition; Washington, D. C., 1967), p .  5. -----
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Projections of future growth likewise show only a modest growth 

rate for the Spanish population, particularly in comparison to that of 

the United States:

TABLE 6
POPULATION PROJECTIONS TO 1980a 

(In Thousands)

Country
Population
(mid-1965)

Projected Population Percent Increase

1970 1975 1980 1965-70 1965-75

Spain 31604 32889 34225 35616 4.1 8.3
EEC 181600 188605 195800 202710 3.8 7.8

France 48940 50950 53515 56305 4.1 9.3Italy 51546 54320 56400 58440 5.4 9.4
USA 194572 207480 224180 243370 6 . 6 15.2

Calculated from basic data contained in! Appendix D.

The dynamic growth of the Spanish economy, then, will derive 

primarily from the up-grading of the "economic quality" of the population 

in skills, training, and education--with a concomitant development of 

management skills.

The trend toward urbanization was pronounced in the decade 1950- 

60, and has quickened in the 'sixties in line with accelerating indus

trialization. Although no direct measures are available, an indication 

may be obtained by comparing the percent of population increase in the 

ten largest cities with the percent of increase in the total population 

of the country during the period 1960-65•
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Percent
I960 1965 Increase

Total population (millions) 30.43 31.60 3 9
Ten largest cities (millions) 6.23 7.37 16.5

This 16.5% increase compares with an increase of 8% in the urban popu
lation during the prior decade.

Health

At the turn of the century, Spain had by far the highest death 

rate and the shortest life expectancy in western Europe: 28.91 deaths 

per 1,000 population, and 34.77 years (at birth), respectively. In the 

United States, by contrast, the figures were, respectively, 17.2 per

1,000 and 49.29 years. 11 By 1965, the Spanish had the better of the 

comparison:

Spain USA

Death rate, per 1,000 8.7 9.4
Life expectancy, years 71.0 70.2

Whereas modem sanitary conditions prevail in the big metropo

litan centers of Spain, large segments of the population live in small 

villages or rural areas under poor hygienic conditions and without 

adequate medical care. Although considerable progress has been made 

in the past two decades in sanitation and disease eradication, the over 

all health status of the population compares somewhat unfavorably with 

that of other courtries of western Europe.

Some key general measures of the quality of Spanish health 

factors are contained in Tables 7 and 8 .

^Statistical Office of 
1957 (New York: United Nations, the United Nations, Demographic Yearbook. 1958), pp. 570-71. ------*---
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TABLE 7

NUTRITIONAL VALUE OF FOOD CONSUMPTION3 
(Per capita, 1964/65)

Country
Calories
Per Day

Proteins (Gms/Da)

Total Animal
Fats

(Gms/Da)

bSpain 2850 78 28 98
EEC 2900 86 46 114

France 3070 100 58 130Italy 2800 82 33 85
USAC 3100 90 64 147

Statistical Office of the European Community,
Basic Statistics of the Community (Brussels:
European Economic Community, 1966), p. 143.

b1963/64. c1964.

The Spanish diet is low in animal protein and is considered by nutri

tionists to be low in energy value. ^

Availability of Spanish physicians, in the aggregate, appears to 

be fairly comparable to other European areas. However, the question of 

distribution is a pertinent one, in view of the relative isolation of 

many rural areas in Spain. This latter observation would apply also to 

hospital facilities, of which the Spanish possess only about one-half the 

per capita capability of the other countries. 12

12U. S., Bureau of Labor Statistics, Labor Law and Practice in 
Spain, BLS Report No. 289 (April, 1965), p. 12.
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doctors AND HOSPITAL BEDS, SPAIN 
AND SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1964a

TABLE 8

Country

Population per:

Doctor Hospital Bed

Spain 800 232b
EEC 707 103

France 883 104°Italy 584 103
USA 655b lllb

aThe Gallatin Service, Gallatin 
gemographic and Environmental Data 1967/ VT----------------------------- -------------------- ---------------------— — -  X  u a  L d  •  I V O

in!i\Y°rk: Copley International Corp., 
1 9 6 7 ) ,  p p .  2 3 - 2 4 ,  2 6 - 2 7 .

End of 1963. 'End of 1962.

Hous ing

A Perennial shortage of housing has afflicted Spain for forty

years. A honslng shortage estimated at one million units existed In

I960, and there are few indications of any significant improvement in

the overall situation since then. This, despite a vigorous building

P O m in which the Government has assumed major responsibility for

the financing and construction of housing. In addition to its direct

programs, the Government assists private builders with subsidies, loans 
and tax exemptions.

in the period 1961 through 1966, the following totals of dwell!: 
units were completed in Spain: 13

UN* Statistical yearbook. 1966. op. Cjt.. p. 331i
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Units
Year (In Thousands)

1961 135.4
1962 162.4
1963 206.7
1964 256.9
1965 283.3
1966 211.0
Total 1255.7

The current National Housing Plan projects the following require

ments for the period 1961-76:

Units
(In Thousands)

Total 3700

For existing (1961) shortage 1000
For population growth 1550
For internal migrations 2 50
For housing replacements 900

From available evidence, it appears that the 1961 shortage has 

grown by 1967 to two million units or more. Inflationary problems of

the past two years have forced the Government to brake the rate of housing 

expenditures.

Table 9 provides an international perspective on Spanish housing 

activities for the years 1960 and 1965.

Although admittedly out-of-date, the data in Table 10 provide a 

comparison of facilities in urban dwellings, for the time period 1960-62.

Spain, as of 1960, was clearly far behind its European neighbors in the 

amenities of urban life.

14U. S., SLS, op. cit. p. 1 1.
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TABLE 9

DWELLINGS COMPLETED, SPAIN AND SELECTED 
COUNTRIES, 1960 AND 1965a

Country

Complet ions 
(In Thousands)

Com] 
per 1,0 0(

?let ions 
3 Population

1960 1965 1960 1965

Spain 128.4 273.3 4.2 9.0

EEC 1374.7 1759.5 8 . 1 9.8

France 365.6 411.6 8 . 0 8.4
Italy 290.6 385.0 5.9 7.5

USA 1296.0 1542.7 7.2 7.9

Statistical Office of the United Nations, Statistical 
Yearbook, 1966 (New York: United Nations, 1967), p. 326, 329-31.

TABLE 10

FACILITIES IN URBAN DWELLINGS, SPAIN 
AND SELECTED COUNTRIES3 
(Percent of Dwellings)

Country Year

Dwellings with:

Electricity Inside Water Bathroom

Spa in 1960 92.7 65.3 23.4
EEC — — — —

France 1962 98.0 89.8 37.3
Italyb 1961 95.9 62.3 28.9

USA 1960 99.8 98.9 96.3

Statistical Office of the European Community, Basic Sta
tistics of the Community (Brussels: European Economic Community,
1966), p. 148; Statistical Office of the United Nations, Statis
tical Yearbook, 1966 (New York: United Nations, 1967), pp. 706-7.

bTota 1; Urban and rural.
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A more comprehensive view of the role of housing in the various 

economies is provided by a recent study by the OECD.*^

TABLE 11

VARIOUS HOUSING STATISTICS AND PER CAPITA GNP

Country

Average Number of 
Rooms per 

Person, 1960

Per Capita 
GNP, 1963 . 
(Dollars) 3

Housing Completions

Completion 
. Ra t i ob 
1953-63

Per 1000 
People 
1963

Spa in 1.05 482 .50 6.7
EECc — 1401 — 7.5

France 1.04 1671 .53 7.0Italy .87 899 .99 8 . 1
USA 1.49 3090 .45 8 . 6

aCurrent dollars, 
bRatio of completions to population increase. 

cExcept Luxembourg.

Spain, with a relatively low per capita GNP, in 1963 was devoting a

generous share of its resources to the improvement of housing.

Of particular current interest is a news item released in October,

1967, by the Spanish Embassy in Washington:

Over the last five years, 246,606 homes have been 
iu Madrid, with the result that the housing problem, 

if still not solved, has been considerably alleviated.

^"Construction in OECD Countries,” The OECD Observer. No. 21. 
April, 1966, pp. 14-15.
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The Ministry of Housing has devoted great attention 
to low-cost housing, the elimination of slums . . .

At present, the Ministry has a slum registry which 
runs to 5,545, as compared to more than 30,000 in I960.

16day* Kadrid boasts 820,871 dwellings against*574^265

Education

Educational opportunity.--Compulsory education, free at the 

primary level, extends from age 6 to age 14. The fact is that a large 

number of children in the compulsory age bracket— an estimated 180,000 

in 1962--do not attend school because of a lack of facilities and/or 

teachers. 17 This is particularly true in remote rural areas. An even 

larger number of pupils attend schools with very inadequate facilities. 

A 1962government estimate placed the classroom shortage at 10,000.

That the current situation in Spain is much-improved over con

ditions of a generation ago is attested by the trend in illiteracy 
rates:

Illiteracy
Year Percent

1900 59
1910 52
1930 44
1950 17
1964 9

16,,246,606 Dwellings in 5 Years,« Spanish Newsletter, vm. *
?! Septf ber 30> 1967 > P- 8 - It appears thfe.'of the TTslSllion dwel!
S , H n lS'Cr i  o'! the 5-year period’ 20% °r more are in metropolitan Madrid, which has 9% of the country's population. Actual new buildin- is
probably much larger, since the Embassy figures reflect thT^et increase 
in dwelling units. ---

17U.S., BLS, op. cit.. p. 9.
18

(New York: 
op. cit.,

Dewhurst, Coppock, and Yates, Europe's Needs and Resources 
Twentieth Century Fund, 1961), p. 323; Bank of America, 

p. 14. ’
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eligible age-groups is revealing:

Comparison of school enrollment in 1952 with the respective 
,______ , 1 9

Percent
Level Age-Group

of Age-Group 
Enrolled

Primary
Secondary
Higher

5-14 Yrs. 
15-19 Yrs. 
20-24 Yrs.

74.6
9.7
2.8

The dearth of opportunity for higher education in Spain is a 

serious road-block to the nation's campaign to revitalize its socio

economic system. As previously noted, the Government estimates an annual 

deficiency Oj. some 30,000 qualified technical graduates alone— with no 

mention of deficiencies in administrative and managerial skills.^

International perspective.— Appraised at the international level, 

Spain's educational program ranks low in terms of national resource 

allocation and percentage of population in school.

On a comparative basis, Spain has been clearly laggard in 

providing educational opportunity for qualified students at the higher 

levels. The U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics study previously cited found 

that, in 1962, there were about 200,000 candidates for secondary edu

cation for whom no facilities were available.

Under Development Plan I the Government has given high priority 

to educational improvements. Total annual expenditures under the Plan, 

including both central government and local unit spending, follows: 19 20 21

19U. S., BLS, op. cit. p. 1 1.
20
Additional data on the organization of Spanish public education 

is contained in Appendix D.
210ECD’ Economic Surveys; Spain, 1966-67. op. cit.. p. 18.
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Total Per
Year (Millions) Capita

1964 $ 41.7 $1.331965 63.3 2 . 0 01966 1 0 0 . 0 3.13
1967 (Forecast) 143.0 4.45

TABLE 12

SCHOOL POPULATION AND EDUCATION EXPENDITURES
SPAIN AND SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1964a

All Levels Third Level

Country

Education 
Expenditures 
(Percent GNP) (In 1,000)

Percent 
of Total 

Population
Students 
Per 1,000

Graduates 
Per 1,000

Spain 1.4b 4955 15.9 21. 5 1 .2
EEC — 34661 19.3 34.2 n.a.

France
Italy

3.6C 
6.3b

10845
8879

22.5
17.5

32.3
31.0

2 . 8
2.9

USA 6 .8d 52017 27.1 81.4 9.6

Statistical Office of the United Nations, Statistical Yearbook. 
19|6 (New York: United Nations, 1967), pp. 319-22;T h e  Gallatin Service, 
Gallatin Démographie and Environmental Data, 1967 (New York* Coplev 
International Corp., 1967), p. 20. ““

b1962 c1963 d1961

As a member of the Mediterranean Regional Project, a long-range 

educational development plan organized in 1960 and sponsored by the OECD, 

Spain is undertaking to up-grade its educational system to support the 

larger national socio-economic goals embodied in its Development Plans
I and II.
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A revealing corollary measurement of educational development 

is the relative availability of professional and scientific skills in 

the general population. Spain is clearly deficient in the scientific, 

technical, and academic areas. It is easy to conclude that the two 

problems are inter-related, although sweeping generalizations can be 

misleading. The re-orientation of the Spanish economic system has 

helped to bring the problem into focus.

TABLE 13
AVAILABILITY OF SELECTED TYPES OF SKILLS,

SPAIN AND SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1965a 
(Number per 100,000 Members of 

Labor Force)

Country
Scientists and 

Engineers
Medical 

Spec ialis ts^ Teachers0
Spain 300 600 300
EEC — —

France 800 400 600Italy 900 600 1000
USA 1700 700 1000

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,
The OECD Observer, No. 16* June, 1965, p. 24.

bDoctors, dentists, pharmacists, veterinarians. 

cSecondary school level and above.

Labor Force

Composition and mobility

The World Bank survey of 1960-62 described the Spanish labor 

force in these terms:
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Perhaps Spain's most important developmental asset 
. . .  is an abundant supply of industrious and easily trained 
manpower. The qualities of Spanish workers have gained wide 
recognition in other European countries. 22

Under present conditions of rapid transfers of manpower between 

sectors and of considerable internal and external migration, little 

information is available on the characteristics of the labor force: 

supply of skills by industry, type of occupation, and geographic area. 

At the end of 1966, approximately 980,000 Spanish workers were employed 

abroad, including about 700,000 in western Europe. 23
Official estimates for the year-end 1963 placed the total work

force near 12 million, distributed by occupation and skill level as 
follows:̂

Category

Unskilled:

Agriculture
Industry

Small-scale farmers

Skilled and semi-skilled:

Industry
Other

Undetermined skill levels: 

Primarily in services 

Totals

Total Percent
(Millions) of Force

2 . 6 22
1.5
1 . 1

oCM 17

2.5 21
2 . 0
.5

5.1 40

1 2 .2 100
22World Bank, op. cit., p. 328.
23,

Economist Intelligence Unit, Quarterly Economic Review. A n n u a l  
Supplement: Spain. 1967. op. cit.. p. 2 . ------- ---------2----—

24U. S., BLS, op. cit.. p. 17.
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Accelerating shifts in technology, with concomitant changes 

in required technical skills, are creating transitional problems, 

employment bottlenecks, and slow-downs in important sectors of indus

trial development. As previously noted, expansion of the educational 

system of vocational and technical training is a top priority need. 

Rapid re-training of skilled workers to meet changing technologies is 

another key problem area.

Relatively inflexible Syndical policies with respect to dis

charge, transfer, and replacement of workers reduces the labor mobility 

so essential to rapid technological growth. Government social security 

and unemployment compensation policies are gradually being modified to 

allow greater flexibility in the use of labor resources.

Employment and wages 
2 5Table 14 provides an index of employment and absolute totals 

of unemployment by sector in Spain for the period 1964 through 1966.

TABLE 14

EMPLOYMENT AND REGISTERED 
UNEMPLOYMENT, 1964-1966 25

1964 1965 1966

Index of employment (1960 = 100):

Industry (excluding construction) 109.9 112.7 116.5Manufacturing 1 1 1 . 2 114. 5 119.5
Registered unemployment (In thousands):

Agriculture and fishing 42.5 54.3 40.7a
Construction 25.4 26.1 2 2 .2a
Industry and services 61.7 66.7 60.3a

Total 129.6 147.1 123.2

aFirst three quarters calendar 1966.

2 5OECD, Economic Surveys: Spain, 1966-67, op. cit., p. 43.
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A key factor in Spain's inflationary problems since mid-1965 

has been the rapid increase in wages. The legal minimum wage rate has 

een raised twice within this period: from 60 pesetas ($1.0 0) per day 
to 84 pesetas ($1.40); then, in mid-1967, to 96 pesetas <$1.60> per

day. Subsequent pressures for maintenance of differentials forced a 
rise in the general wage level.

Latest available data on hourly wage scales and trends by skill 
level and industry are contained in Table 15.26

TABLE 15

SPAIN: TRENDS IN HOURLY EARNINGS 
BY INDUSTRY, 1964-66 

(In Cents, u. S.)

Coal mining:

Skilled workers*5 
Skilled workers0 
Semi-skilled workers 
Unskilled workers

Food, drink, tobacco:

Skilled workers*3 
Skilled workers0 
Semi-skilled workers 
Unskilled workers

Textiles:

• Skilled workersb 
Skilled workers0

Ibid..  p .  4 5 .

Percent of 
Employment 

1966a

1 Ann 
(
ual Averages 
In Cents)

Percent
Annual

Increases

1964 1965 1966 1965 1966

35 1 56.1 74.1 87.0 32.2 17. 516 43 . 1 54.4 64.4 26.0 18.42 1 
13

39.6
33.4

49.7
41.6

58.4
47.2

25. 5 
24.7

20.9
13.4

17 36.5 41.0 46.3 13.4 11.920
18

30. 5 
27.6

35.0
30.8

48.6
35.8

14.6
11.9

10.4
16.317 23.8 26.5 29.7 12.7 12.3

27 38.4 43. 5 51.0 13.6 17. 140 30.8 34.9 39.3 12.9 12.9
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TABLE 15— Continued

Percent
Annual Averages Annual

(In Cents) IncreasesPercent of
Employment

1966a 1964 1965 1966 1965 1966

Clothing and Footwear:

Skilled workers*3 24 30.7 35.8 39. 5 16.6 10. 7Skilled workers0 26 25.0 29.2 34.2 16.8 16.7Semi-skilled workers 15 24.6 27.8 31.6 12.7 13.8
Paper:

Skilled workers*3 12 37.4 43.5 52.0 16. 7 19.2Skilled workers0 29 30.8 35.0 40.0 13.6 19.4Semi-skilled workers 26 28.2 31.2 37.0 1 0 . 8 18. 5
Chemicals:

Skilled workers*3 13 37. 5 44. 1 50. 5 18.0 14.4Skilled workers0 16 32.3 38.4 43.3 19. 1 1 2 . 6Semi-skilled workers 27 30.7 35.7 41.1 16.3 15.1
Basic metals, engineer-

ing and transport:

Skilled workers*3 14 38.8 44.5 52.3 14.4 17.7Skilled workers0 18 32.0 34.2 44. 1 15. 8 19.6Semi-skilled workers 31 33.8 38.7 45. 5 14.4 17. 5
Construction:

Skilled workers*3 21 29.3 33.8 39.2 15.8 16.3Skilled workers'" 16 24.7 28.9 32.9 17.1 13.7Unskilled workers 36 2 0 . 2 23.2 25.6 14.7 1 0 . 8
Commerce:

Office workers 37 37.6 41. 5 50.8 10.7 2 2 . 0Skilled workers'3 
Skilled workers0

14
10

30.0
25.8

_

34.6
29.2

40.0
33.7

15.3
13.3

15.6
15.6

Percentages of each category in total employment, each sector. 

First category skills. cSecond and third category skills.
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International comparisons 
27Table 16 provides an international comparison of labor force 

composition by sex. As might be expected, the proportion of women in the 

Spanish labor force is far lower than in the more advanced economies 

where the service sector is more fully developed.

TABLE 16

CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE, BY SEX, SPAIN 
AND SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1965

Country

In Thousands Percent of Total Population

Men Women Total Men Women Total

Spain 9166 3109 12275 59 18 38
EEC 50323 24354 74677 58 26 42

France 13191 6497 19688 56 26 40Ita ly 14232 5500 19732 57 21 39
USA 49014 26621 75635 51 27 39

The changing sectorial distribution of the Spanish labor force 

since 1950 was noted earlier (allocation of labor). Relevant inter

national comparisons of labor force distribution by sector and occupa

tional status are provided in Tables 17 and 18?8 Factors of particular 

importance in these comparisons are:
1. There is a wide range of variation in agricultural employ

ment between the "mature" U. S. economy at one extreme and 
the developing Spanish economy at the other. As a corol
lary, the mature economy shows the relatively greater 
importance of the service sector.

2. The U. S. economy has a much higher proportion of wage and 
salary earners— and of unemployed— than do the lesser- 
developed economies. * 28

^Statistical Office of EEC, op. cit., p. 23.
2 8 Ibid., pp. 24-26.



TA BLE 17

CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE, BY OCCUPATIONAL STATUS, 
SPAIN AND SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1965



TABLE 18

CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE, BY SECTOR, SPAIN 
AND SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1965
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Fringe benefits

A broad category of supplemental payments, services, and 

privileges looms large in the European wage structure. Spain’s system 

of fringe benefits is typical, though possibly somewhat less elaborate 

than that of some of its neighbors.

The Gallatin Service, an international business research 

organization, in mid-1967 made a succinct appraisal of European labor 
costs:

The company contemplating establishment of manufac
turing operations in Western Europe to take advantage of low 
wage rates is probably on a fool's errand. Straight hourly 
pay is admittedly less than in the United States, but total 
manpower cost per unit of production--the only valid measure 
of the price of labor--is about as high in Europe as it is
here.29

Following is an international comparison of fringe benefits as 

a percentage of wages:

It should be noted that the comparability of Spanish data with that of 

the other countries is not exactly known, since it is three years older. 

Also, while the Spanish percentage does not include the value of vacation 

benefits, it is not known whether the Gallatin data do or do not include 

this item. The above comparison, therefore, must be taken as a rough 

indicator only. 29 30

29The Gallatin Service, The Gallatin Letter, op. cit.. p. 156.
30 Ibid.; Spanish data: U. S., Bureau of International Commerce, 

Extablishing a Business in Spain, OBR 63-140 (Washington: U. S. Depart
ment of Commerce, November, 1963), p. 8 .

Country Percent of Payroll

Spain
France
Italy
USA

49
60

100
14
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Although not logically considered a fringe benefit, a unique 

feature of Spanish indus try-labor relations is contained in a 1962 

provision of Spanish law. This law, implemented by decree in 1965, 

authorizes labor representation on corporate boards of directors.



CHAPTER VII

NATIONAL PRODUCT: SOURCES AND USES 

Trends

Gross national product

Previous reference has been made (Chapter V) to the rapid growth, 

in both current and real terms, of Spain's per capita gross national pro

duct (GNP). In Chapter VI, an analysis was made of changing trends in 

allocation of resources and in the key factor that provides direction 

and motive power to the economy: the population and its vital sub

sector, the labor force.

A lengthy inventory of sub-standard conditions in housing, 

health, education, technical resources— this is but a list of oppor

tunities for social betterment that can and will be realized in time.

The fulfillment of these needs will be both cause and result of the 

Spanish renascence. It is, in great degree, a "bootstrap" phenomenon.

The benchmarks of progress to date are impress ive— but they are 

mere preparatory half-steps for the surge that lies ahead. It is 

appropriate, therefore, to bring the picture into focus— and thereby 

learn something of the magnitude of the impending task.

A direct comparison of dollar per capita GNP provides an indi

cation, in gross terms, of the relative standards of various nations.

Such comparisons are subject to various technical hazards that disqualify

71
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them for anything more than rather general indicators. 31 Nevertheless, 

they are useful when their limitations are understood.

TABLE 19

PER CAPITA GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT AT MARKET 
PRICES, SPAIN AND SELECTED COUNTRIES3 

(at 1958 prices)

Country 1958 1961 1963 196 5

Percent
Increase
1958-65

Spain $ 322 $ 342 $ 382 $ 456 50
EECb 957 1118 1197 1285 34

France
Italy

1114
560

12 50 
684

1352
752

1482
815

33
46

USA 2 569 2880 2909 3158 23

aOrganization for Economic Cooperation and Develop- 
ment, National Accounts Statistics, 1955-64 (Paris: OECD,
1966), pp. 27, 51, 67, 75, 107, 115, 138; U. S., Bureau of 
the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1967 
(8 8th edition.) Washington, D. C., 1967, pp. 320-21.

Excluding Luxembourg.

A further interesting comparison of relative growth rates 

expresses, in index form, data similar to that in Table 19. Such a 

comparison, in Table 20 following, eliminates the effects of official 

exchange rates and their implicit distortion of relative price levels.

A more meaningful measure--and one that is quite elusive_is a

method by which the relative living standards of various nations may 

be compared. The imponderables involved are beyond the scope of this 

study. Further discussion of comparative consumption patterns of 

important consumer and industrial products follows in Chapter VIII.

Further remarks on this subject are contained in Appendix E.31
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COMPARATIVE INDEX NUMBERS OF PER CAPITA GDP,a 
SPAIN AND SELECTED COUNTRIES1*

(1958 - 100)

TABLE 20

Country 1959 1961 1963 1965

Percent
Increase
1961-65

Spain 98 111 134 152 54
EECc 103 115 125 133 29

France*3 102 112 121 130 27Italy 106 118 130 135 27
USAd 104 105 113 123 18

aDomestic product at constant factor cost, 
except as noted.

Statistical Office of the United Nations, un 
Statistical Yearbook, 1966 (New York: United Nations’
1967), pp. 546-48.

cLess Luxembourg. dGDP at market prices.

Consumption aspects of GNP

Looking at gross national product from the expenditure view

point, we see that the Spanish, in 1965, were devoting a larger part

of GNP to private consumption than were the more advanced industrial 
countries.

Interestingly, the public sector in Spain accounts for a signif- 

i c a n t l y  l o w e r percentage of expenditures than does the public sector in 

the EEC--and the United States has the highest percentage of all. it 

seems reasonable to surmise that United States military involvements 

around the world are at least partially responsible for the larger com

mitment of resources to the public sector.
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TABLE 21

EXPENDITURE ON GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT, 3 
SPAIN AND SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1965b ’ 

(Percent)

Gross Domestic Change Net Exports 
Private Public Fixed Asset in of Goods

Country Consumption Consumption Formation Stocks and Services

Spa in 6 8 . 6 8 . 1 22.9 3.5 4.0
Aver.:

1958-65 71.3 8.3 -21 3--
EEC 60.6 14.5 23.1 0 . 8 +

0

1.0
France 
Ita ly

63.8
62.3

13.3
14.7

21.7
18.9

0 . 2
0 . 8

+
+

1.0
3.3

Aver.:
1958-65c 61.6 13.2 21.9 1 . 1 + 2 . 0

USA 62.6 18.1 17.1 1 .2 + 1.0

^ SS tl!tiCal.°ffice of the European Community, Basic Stat- 
jfs s f  p°f jgf Brussels: European Economic C = nity, "
: . ] > tp* 38’ Statistical Office of the United Nations UN star = 
tical Yearbook, 1966 (New York: United Nations, 1967),’ ^ .554-59.

CFor the EEC.

Gross domestic capital formation, a key measure of economic 

growth potential, shows a 1965 percentage in Spain that is generally 

comparable with that of the EEC. The Spanish percentage, clearly in an 

uptrend, reflects measures under Development plan I to encourage both

domestic and foreign investment in Spanish industrial, commercial, and 
agricultural development.

Recognising the critical need for investment capital to modemis, 

and expand its economic base, Spain consistently seeks to attract foreig,
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capital and to encourage repatriation of Spanish capital from abroad. 

Unrestricted foreign investments are now permitted in important sectors 

Of the economy. c„mpiete freedom repatriation of capital and profits 

by foreign investors is allowed for all investments made in Spain since 

1959. Further progressive liberalization is being made in this area.

Distribution of national income

Another vital aspect of the Spanish economy is the distribution 

of the national income among the various groups that help to create it.

TABLE 22

DISTRIBUTION OF NATIONAL INCOME, SPAIN 
AND SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1965a

Distribuì ion Spain*3 EEC France Italy USA

Employee compensation 55.0 64.1 64.9 59.9 70.0
Property/entrepreneur income 

to households 35.6 35.7 31.3 39.8 2 1 . 8
Pretax undistributed corpor

ate profits 9.3 c 4.7 c 9.8
Government income: property 

and entrepreneurship 1 . 1 1 . 8 0.7 2 . 6
Less: interest on public debt 1 . 0 1 . 6 1 . 6 2.3 1 . 6

Totals 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0

of the Communitv ?r, ° ^ , ^ n ®Ur°pean Community, Basic Statistic! -------- ------ Brussels. European Economic Commun it^T 1966), p. 3 7 .
1964. cIncluded in preceding classification

This comparison indicates that the wage-earning class in Spain-and in

Italy as well-!, not participating in the national output to the same

extent as are the workers of the more developed economies. The agrarianmore developed economi
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economy, with its chronic underemployment, is a principal contributory 

factor. The World Bank survey of 1961-62 estimated that per capita 

income in rural areas was only two-thirds the national average.

External trade

Liberalization measures. — Monetary and tariff reforms initiated 

in 1959 and I960 marked the beginning of a serious campaign by the 

Spanish government to reestablish and foster international trade and 

economic cooperation with other countries.

Tariff reforms of I960, followed by progressive liberalization 

of restrictions in subsequent years, substituted an ad valorem basis for 

prohibitive specific tariffs. By mid-year 1967, four-fifths of imports 

had been liberalized.

Further evidence of Spain's outward orientation appeared during 

1966 and 1967 in her vigorous cultivation of trade and cultural relations 

on a broadened international scale. Continuous negotiations, trade 

fairs, and economic and cultural missions were carried on in all leading 

areas of the western world; Latin-America received particular attention. 

Promotional activities were intensified in the United States; cultural 

activities received full attention along with commercial and trade 

promotion. In 1967, for the first time, Spanish haute couture fashions 

were displayed at Paris' International Salon alongside those of the 

world's leading designers. Here was proof that the Spanish high-style 

clothing industry had "arrived" as a force in international commerce.

Not forgotten were the potential customers of Eastern Europe, as Catholic 

Spain assiduously promoted trade relations with the Iron Curtain countries 

Spain continued to press its negotiations with the European 

Economic Community, looking toward associate membership followed by
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eventual full membership in the EEC. By mid-year 1967, encouraging

progress had been made: The EEC Council of Ministers, in July, agreed 
on terms for negotiating a preferential trade agreement with Spain.
Such an agreement would allow a gradual (six-year) reciprocal tariff 
reduction affecting primarily Spain's industrial products.

Trade progress.--Progressive liberalization was reflected in 

rapidly expanding totals of both imports and exports. A widening of 

the external trade deficit has coincided with the expansion of the 

economy under the impetus of Development plan I. Tourism earnings and 

remittances from Spanish workers abroad have helped to finance the exter
nal deficit and to build foreign exchange reserves to comfortable levels.

TABLE 23
SPAIN: EXTERNAL TRADE, 1958-663 

(Millions, current dollars)

1958 1960 1963 1965 1966

Exports, FOB
Total 486 727 736 967 12 54

EEC 137 280 279 345 393b
Percent of total 28.2 38.5 37.9 35.7 31.3

USA n.a. 69 79 116 147
Percent of total — 9.5 10.7 1 2 . 0 11.7

Imports, CIF
Total 827 723 1995 3019 3591
EEC 197 182 657 1128 127 lb
Percent of total 23.8 25.2 33.6 37.4 35.4

USA n.a. 140 320 527 610
Percent of total — 19.5 16.4 17.4 17.0

Trade Balance - 341 + 4 - 1212 -2052 -2337
Foreign Reserves 66 541

L-------
1147 1409 1205

aSganlsh Newsletter. Vol. 6 , No. 9, September 30, 1967,

bLess Belgium and Luxembourg.
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Tourism.--Spain is rich in history, art treasures, distinctive 

folkways, sun, sand, and sea. Until very recently, at least, its price

level was far lower than in other European areas. All these assets_

plus a native magnetism that is uniquely Spanish--attracted ever- 

increasing numbers of tourists year after year, from the early 'fifties 

on. In return for the special pleasures of Spain, these visitors left 

welcome amounts of foreign exchange-along with tranplanted consumer 
tastes.

TABLE 24

SPAIN: TOURISM, 1955-663

Year

Number of 
Tourists 
(Thousands)

Receipts from 
Tourism 

(Thousands)

1955 2522 $ 96.71958 3594 71.61960 6113 296. 51961 7455 384.61962 8 6 6 9 5 1 2 .61963 10932 979.31964 14103 918.61965 14251 1156.91966 17252 1245.7

a
Spanish Newsletter. Vol. 6 , No.9, 

September 30, 1967, p. 7.

It is evident, that, in 1965 and 1966, only substantial increases 

in tourism receipts enabled Spain to hold its external trade deficit to 

manageable proportions.
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Industry

Industrial structure

Spanish industry seems to be "polarized" at the extremes of size, 

with few middle-size firms of 100-500 employees. Estimates indicate 

that there are about 600,000 small-scale artisan shops averaging less 

than three persons each. Ninety-eight percent of all establishments in 

industry and services have less than fifty employees. The largest con

cern in Spain employs 17,000 people. On the basis of these data, it 

appears that Spanish industry has a great future potential for the 

realization of the economies of scale.

The Institute Nacional Industrie (INI) has exerted a great 

influence upon the overall rate and direction of development of private 

industry in Spain. In general, it has been a suppressive influence, 

both as a competitive force and as a special-interest, quasi-governmental 

enterprise. The World Bank survey of 1961-2 made strong recommendations 

toward elimination of the economic distortions inherent in existing 

relationships and practices. The true extent of progress toward a free 

competitive climate is difficult to determine. However, a progressively 

more liberal climate toward foreign investments in Spain indicates at 

least a partial acceptance of the World Bank philosophy.

Important steps are being taken to speed industrial "restruc

turization" as a step toward increased efficiency:

1* Key provisions of Development Plan I governing regional 
development programs prescribe minimum capitalization 
requirements for new business firms who seek to qualify 
for tax benefits.

2, A new law promulgated in September, 1967, waives the 
capital gains tax arising from the sale of excess
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equipment by newly-consolidated firms, provided that 
three-quarters of the profit is reinvested. 33

Areas of industrial activity

Industrial activity in the past has been concentrated chiefly 

in three regions: the central province of Madrid (primarily textiles 

and metals); Barcelona and the provinces of Catalonia (leather, textiles, 

and chemicals); and the five provinces of the north coast (iron, steel, 

and other heavy industry). In general, the interior and southern areas 

have had little industrial development.

The current development plan has undertaken to foster industrial 

growth in these under-industrialized areas by establishing seven polos 

(centers) of development in which special tax incentives are offered 

for private investment. These development centers are: Burgos and 

Valladolid (north central); La Coruna and Vigo (northwest); Huelva and 

Seville (south); and Zaragoza (northeast).

There was evidence, in early 1967, that the original objectives 

of the £Qlos development plan had been only partially achieved, and 

that such progress as had been made had required an excessive level 

of Government expenditures. Expectations were that the program would 

be modified under Development Plan II (1968-71) to fit a concept of 

regional, development, as opposed to the polo concept. 34

Measures of progress

Some revealing indicators of Spain's rapid industrial development
in the 'sixties are provided by comparative indexes of industrial pro
duction.

The Gallatin Service, The Gallatin Letter, op. cit.. p. 224.

19671 ! h '  °; State (Madrld: Embassy, March IS,1967). DIB-67-585, distributed by Clearinghouse (Springfield, va,: u. s.
Department of Commerce, 1967).
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GENERAL INDEX OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, 
SPAIN AND SELECTED COUNTRIES3 

(1958 - 100)b

TABLE 2 5

Year Spain EEC

1955 n.a. 86
1956 84 98
1959 102 106
1960 105 119
1961 120 126
1962 134 133
1963 150 140
1964 169 149
1965 182 156

ranee Italy USA

82 84 103
89 90 107

101 111 113
109 128 116
116 142 117
120 153 126
128 169 133
137 168 141
141 179 153

Europe World

89 89
n.a. n.a.
106
117
123
129
135
145
152

110
119
126
136
145
156
167

Statistical Office of the United Nations, UN Statistical 
Yearbook, 1966 (New York: United Nations, 1967), pp. 38-45.
Additional basic data is contained in Appendix E.

bTrend in value added.

Analysis of the relative percentages of increase through various

time periods highlights the striking progress of Spanish industry, 

particularly in the 1960-65 period.

Country/Area 1955-65 1955-60 1960-65 '

Spain* . .................  116.7 25.0
E E C ......................  81.4 38.4
France....................  72.0 33.0
I t a l y .................. 113.1 52.4
U S A ......................  49.5 12.6
Europe....................  70.8 31.5
W o r l d ....................  87.6 3 3 . 7

73.3 
31.1
29.4
39.8
31.9 
30.0 
40.3

*1956-65 and 1956-60.

A comparative index of industrial employment (Table 26)35 shows 

that the Spanish growth rate is more than double that of the United States,

Statistical Office of the United Nations, UN Statistical Year- 
book, 1966. op. cit., pp. 46-53. —

35
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INDEX OF INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYMENT, SPAIN 
AND SELECTED COUNTRIES 

(1958 - 100)

TABLE 26

Year Spa in EEC France Italy USA Europe World

1955
1959
1961
1963
1965

Percent Gain: 
1959-65

88
98

102
109
118

20

94
100
106
108
109

96
99
99

102
104

86
101
107
109
106

106
104 
102
105 
113

95
100
106
108
111

11

94
103
110
116

almost double the European rate. The ratio of the production index to
the employment index (derived from Tables 25 and 26) for the various
provides a measure of relative productivity changes:

Percent
Country/Area 1955 1959 1961 1963 1965

Increase
1959-65

Spain —  - 104 118 137 154 48
World 91 106 117 127Europe 95 105 114 122 132 26EEC 92 106 117 125 136 28France 86 102 117 126 136 33Italy 98 110 133 155 169 54
USA 97 109 115 127 135 24

By this standard, industrial productivity in both Spain and Italy 

is increasing at a far higher rate than in the more mature industrial 

areas. Absolute measures of relative productivity, difficult to obtain, 

would probably show that Spain, in particular, is far behind the other 

countries in this important economic indicator.
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Minerals

Mineral and Energy Sources

large deposits of a number of minerals are found throughout Spain. 

Coal and iron ore, mined primarily in the northwest, are the leading 

minerals in volume and value. A surplus of iron ore is exported. However, 

coal output is consumed by the domestic steel industry, which requires 

substantial additional quantities from abroad to meet its expanding 

needs. Spain is the second-largest producer of mercury, which is mined 

in the south and southwest. Spanish mercury production is approximately 

one-quarter of the world total. Overall, minerals are second only to 

agricultural products as a source of export earnings. 36 37

Energy

Spain is almost devoid of proven petroleum resources, but is 

assiduously promoting both domestic and foreign exploration. Recent 

discoveries of high-grade petroleum in the Burgos area of north-central 

Spam are sufficiently extensive to warrant commercial development.3^

Other energy sources are being expanded in line with overall 

industrial development: both hydroelectric and thermal electric power, 

including a prototype nuclear power plant in northern Spain.

Production of primary energy (coal, petroleum, lignite, and 

electricity) in energy-poor Europe consistently falls far short of 

consumption, necessitating heavy imports. Spain’s energy output, as a

36A "bonanza in the desert" of the Spanish Sahara--a mineral 
discovery reported in Time, June 2, 1967--may be the instrument by which 
Spain will increase both its agricultural output and its sales in world 
markets: the world's largest and richest deposit of phosphate, key 
ingredient of chemical fertilizer, in great demand all over the world—  
including Spain.

37
"Iberian Oil Outlook," U.S. News & World Report. October 23. 

1967, p. 114.
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percentage of needs, is approximately the same as the average for the

EEC countries. (Table 27)38 Both Spain and the EEC are in an adverse 

trend in that respect.

TABLE 27

TOTAL PRODUCTION OF PRIMARY ENERGY, SPAIN 
AND SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1965 

(Million tec)

Prcduction Consumption

Per Capita

Country Total
Percent of 
Consumption Total

Kilo-
Grams

Percent of 
Increase 
1962-65

Spa in: 3 1962
1965

16.03
17.14

59.8
54.5

26.84
32.47

866
1023 18.2

EEC: 1962
1965

309.10 
310.85

62.7
54.1

492.36 
573. 1 1

2810
3160 1 2.5

France: 1962
1965

68.35
69.90

55.6
48.4

122.47
144.43

2606
2951 13.8

Italy: 1962
1965

18.74
20.29

26.3
2 2 . 0 71.23 

92.18
1418
1787 26. 1

USA: 1962
1965

1431.70
1633.26

92.8
91.2

1542.37
1790.35

8263
9201 11.3

a Including Canary Islands and Ceuta.

Agriculture

Land distribution and employment

Outmoded agricultural methods and maldistribution of land owner 

ship are two principal problems faced by the Spanish in their campaign to

O Q

United Nations Statistical 
1966, op. cit.. pp. 344-5. Office, UN Statistical Yearbook.
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modernize the economy. It seems probable that solution of the first 

problem will depend in great measure upon correction of the second.

The m in ifundia (fragmented farms) of north and central Spain are 

matched in the south by the latifundia, or large and generally under

utilized landed estates. As of 1965, there were 49 million parcels of 

land under three acres each. One percent of the population owned 54

percent of the land. Over 80 percent of the landowners owned less than 
39

12 acres each. These conditions still existed despite strenuous 

efforts, and significant progress, by the Government after 1953 toward 

more equitable and efficient distribution of its agricultural resources.

Despite the steady movement in recent years of workers into 

other occupations, there remains a large disparity in per capita pro

ductivity and income between the agricultural sector and the other 

economic sectors. A perennial social problem in Spain has been a 

large "floating" supply of seasonally-employed farm workers. These 

under-employed laborers, plus a large number of subsistence farmers,

constitute the hard-core of the low-income problem in Spanish agri- 
40culture.

Table 28 contains a summary of significant trends in key areas 

of the agricultural sector:39 40 41

39U. S., BLS, op. cit.. p. 5.
40IBRD, op. cit.. p. 255.
41
Extracted from basic agricultural data contained in Appendix E.
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AGRICULTURAL LABOR AND PRODUCTION TRENDS, 
SPAIN AND SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1955-65

TABLE 28

Spa in EEC France Italy USA

Agricultural labor:

As percent of labor force-- 

1955 44.9 20.4 27.0 41.2 10.2
1963 37.4 17.6 19.6 27.2 6.8
1965 31.2 , 16.2 17.9 25.2 6.0

Average percent decrease 
per year--

1955-63 2.0 1.6 3.5 4.2 3.3
1963-65 8.3 3.9 4.2 3.6 3.7

Index of agricultural output: 

Percent gain 1958-65 22 24 32 18 18

Meat production, 1964: 

Kilograms per capita 27 54 75 26 105

Developmental measures

The socio-economic aspects of the agricultural sector, together 

with the physical realities of the Spanish topography, are the target of 

priority projects in the current four-year development plan. The moder

nization of farming methods and equipment and the construction of irri

gation facilities in semi-arid areas are projects of particular urgency. 

The need for the expansion of the livestock industry, with a concomitant 

increase in feed crops, is also receiving serious attention. The pro

motion of farm cooperatives is going forward at a rapid pace under the 

guidance of the federation of local and provincial cooperatives, 

Cooperative Española de Comercialización de Productos del Campo (COES).
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Overall, Development Plan I is moving slowly toward the agricul

tural goals recommended in the World Bank survey of 1961-2: (1) to shift

resources from declining to expanding types of production; (2) to increase 

the productivity and rates of return on resources in all uses; and (3) to 

move excess resources out of agriculture through maximum growth elsewhere 

in the economy.

Development Plan II, for the period 1968-71, emphasizes: (1) 

greater development of the livestock industry; (2) improvement of agri

cultural marketing facilities; (3) expansion of farm credit; (4) promotion 

of farm cooperatives; (5) improvement of agricultural training and 

research programs; and (6) improved utilization of agricultural lands.* 43

Spain is a charter member of the International Center for Advanced 

Agronomic Studies, established in 1963 by seven Mediterranean countries 

in cooperation with the OECD and the Council of Europe. Purpose of the 

Center is to promote technical training of agricultural specialists and 

to further international cooperation toward the solution of agricultural 

development problems in the area.

Success in the progressive improvement of agricultural pro

ductivity is essential to the overall economic progress of the country.

The infrastructure

Summary

This selective survey of certain key aspects of the Spanish 

economy ignores other factors that are equally important to a comprehensive

4^World Bank, op. cit., p. 265.
43Foreign Agricultural Service, Spain: Agricultural Policy (Madrid: 

American Embassy, 1967), pp. 11-15. Distributed by U. S. Department of 
Commerce as DIB 67-128, through Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and 
Technical Information.
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view of the economy: the transport and communications systems, the 

financial and legal systems, on-going social and political change, etc.

The limited objective of the present study is to examine those 

economic phenomena that, in a deterministic way, will help to describe 

the future market potential of Spain and its various regions— all within 

a given" financial, legal, and communications infrastructure. Due 

recognition has also been given to the social background that both 

shapes and adapts to the economic environment.

One should not conclude that this "given" environment is static-- 

indeed, some of the more notable changes in Spain are occurring within 

this infrastructure:

1. Rehabilitation and modernization of the rail network.

2. Repair, expansion, and modernization of the highway 
system.

3. Extension and modernization of telephone and microwave 
networks.

4. Broadening and redefinition of the functions of the 
banking system. 5 6

5. Progressive easing of certain legal limitations on alien 
social and religious practices.

6 . Gradual liberalization of press laws.

These and numberous other aspects of the environment in Spain will be of 

prime interest to the foreign businessman in evaluating market oppor

tunities that his economic analyses may uncover.

Market guidelines

Within a macroeconomic frame of reference, it should be possible 

now to narrow the field of view to examine two key sub-areas of the larger 

system: (1) consumption patterns within the economy, with indicators of 
relative standards of living; and (2) the economic regions of Spain.
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These views may provide standards by which to judge more specif 

ically the future potential of Spain as a market for particular product 

lines. Although the special competence required for such evaluations 

is beyond the scope of this study, the market background provided here 

will perhaps assist those who are expert in the various specialized 

aspects of market analysis.





CHAPTER VIII

THE CONSUMPTION ECONOMY 

Private Consumption Expenditures

National patterns

"Private" consumption, in United Nations statistical usage, is 

essentially identical with the concept of "personal" consumption used 

by the U. S. Bureau of the Census. Both embrace all final expenditures 

(market value of goods and services) by individuals and nonprofit 

institutions, plus all income in kind and imputed rents.

Useful international comparisons may be drawn between aggregate, 

per capita, and percentage distributions of national private consumption 

expenditures— with proper reservations as to the limitations of compar

ability. 1 2
The relationship of private consumption to GNP .for the year 1965 

2was previously noted. At this point, a time-related comparison on an 

international basis highlights relative rates of change.

The data in Table 29, with associated secular change rates, 

represent many complex relationships within each economy. Inferences 

are rather hazardous. It is apparent, however, that the stage of devel

opment of the Spanish economy is at the point where capital investment 

holds a high priority in the allocation of resources. This is, of course, 

an avowed goal of Development Plans I and II.

1Cf., footnote 41, page 84.
2Consumption aspects of GNP. page 73.

91
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PRIVATE CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES RELATED 
TO GNP, SPAIN AND SELECTED COUNTRIES 

1955, 1960, AND 1965a 
(at 1958 prices)

TABLE 29

Country

Percent of GNP Percent Change

1955 1960 1965 1955-65 1960-65

Spain 73 72 69 -5.5 -4.6
EEC 64 61 61 - 4.7 0

France 68 64 64 - 5.9 0Italy 67 62 62 - 8 . 8 0
USA 62 64 64 + 3.2 0

Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development, National Accounts Statistics. 1955-64 
(Paris: OECD, 1966), pp. 51, 67, 75, 107, 155; Statis
tical Office of the United Nations, UN Statistical 
Yearbook, 1966 (New York: United Nations, 1967), pp.
554-560; U.S., Bureau of the Census, Statistical 
Abstract of the United States. 1967 (8 8 th edition)
Washington, D. C., 1967, p. 321.

The heavy capital accumulation phase in the industrial growth 

of the EEC countries appeared to end at approximately the same time 

(1960), after which the consumer share of a rapidly growing GNP 

stabilized at a constant percentage.

A more direct international measure is one that compares per 

capita private consumption expenditures over a period of years. (Table 30) 

This analysis shows an impressive rate of growth in Spain's 

per capita private consumption expenditures— while emphasizing the great 

disparity, in absolute terms, between the Spanish consumer and his U. S. 

counterpart. Again, an anomalous factor in the comparison is that of
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PRIVATE CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES, TOTAL AND PER CAPITA 
SPAIN AND SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1958-66a 

(U. S. dollars, 1958 prices)

TABLE 30

Spa in EEC France Italy USA

1958

Total (billions) 
Per capita

as % of U.S.

7.1 
, 238 

14.3

98.3
582
34.9

33.0 
7 54 
45.3

19.4
396
23.8

290. 1 
1666

1960

Total (billions) 
Per capita

as % of U.S.

7.2
233
13.3

102.3
596
34.2

35.2
784
44.9

18.8
386 
2 2 . 1

316.2
1749

1965

Total (billions) 
Per capita

as % of U.S.

8 . 6
278
13.7

124.4
685
33.7

42.5
870
42.7

24.8 
506
24.9

396.2
2036

1966

Total (billions) 
Per capita

as % of U.S.

1 0.4b
327
15.5

n.a. n.a. n.a. 415.5b 
2111

Per capita gain: 

1958-66
Aver. Annual rate

37.4%
4.5%

17.7 %c 
2.5%

15.4%c
2 .2%

.

27.8%c 
4.0%

26.8%
3.8%

. Sb*b*stical 0ffice of the United Nations, UN Statistical 
Yearbook, 1966 (New York: United Nations, 1967), pp. 546-49- u S
T r I I T  a L ? hexCienSu!’ statistical Abstract of the United States! DQ67
(8 8th edition) Washington, D. C., 1967, ^  321; Organization for-----
Economic Cooperation and Development, Economic Surveys: Spain. 1966- 
~ a (n3 rii: °ECD’ 196?)’ P* 6; Organization for Economic Cooperation 
tnI£?eVel°Pment’ ~~ tiQr̂ aI Accounts Statistics. 1955-64 (Paris: OECD 1966), pp. 27, 51, 67, 75, 107. ~ -----------  ’

bPreliminary. c1958-65.
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relative price levels, or the "true" parity between currencies. 3 In 

general terms, however, the significance of the comparison is clear: 

the "typical" Spanish consumer is some years away from the present 

consumption levels of most of his European neighbors— and generations 

behind the American consumer.

Projections at Spain's current average growth rate of 4.5%

(a rate calculated without the unwarranted refinement of the compound 

factor) indicate that Spain, by 1970, would attain approximately the 

expenditure level that Italy had attained in 1960. By 1976, Spain 

would attain Italy's level of 1965. By 1976, on the other hand, Italy 

would have attained an expenditure level of $779— approximately equal 

to that of France in 1960.

Thus, on the basis of rough projections, it would appear that, 

as of 1967, Spain is ten to twelve years behind Italy. Italy, in turn, 

lags behind France by about fifteen to seventeen years. On this basis, 

therefore, Spain is perhaps 25 to 27 years behind France in terms of 

consumer potential buying power.

Admittedly, important variables have been -omitted in the above 

calculations. For example, it would be reasonable to expect an

3
An interesting comparison with Dr. Beckerman's "non-monetary, 

direct" indicators of real income (See Appendix E) arises at this point. 
Real private consumption in 1960 as a percentage of the U. S. figure 
shows that the use of official exchange rates (as in Table 30) under
states the relationship by 25-50%:

Table 30 Beckerman

Spain 13.3 19.5
France 44.9 54.3

If Beckerman's method were used, the per capita consumption figure for 
Spain would be raised from $223 to $341 and for France from $784 to
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accelerated growth rate of consumer income and expenditures in Spain as 

the necessary capital accumulations and scale economies begin to exert 

a pronounced upward push on per capita productivity. Other environmental 

factors would include governmental and political developments, cyclical 

forces, marketing and distribution developments--to name some of the 

more obvious strategic variables.

Intuitively, it is difficult to accept an estimate of a 25-year 

gap between the Spanish consumption economy and that of France. Other 

evidence (referred to in Footnote 3) strongly suggests that the 1960 base 

of the Spanish projections may be grossly understated— and certainly the 

mathematical projection was anything but scientific.

At best, it appears that the above projections may be useful for 

establishing a lower limit on estimates of consumer potential purchasing 

power in the 1975-80 time period. A more sophisticated model, based upon 

dynamic parameters as indicated above, would certainly be needed in order 

to establish a range of estimates and to raise the confidence level.

Such an elaborate analysis is beyond the scope of this study.

Composition of private consumption

A detailed breakdown of private consumption is of particular 

importance in a market study that seeks to establish general consumption 

patterns. Table 31 provides an international comparison for 1964. Here 

is clearly illustrated the preponderance of subsistence items in Spanish 

budgets, as compared to those of other countries. This, of course, is 

in keeping with earlier evidence (Chapter V) that approximately 55% of 

the Spanish population, in 1963, were at or below a subsistence level 

and an additional 23% at a Mlow" (undefined) level.



TABLE 31

COMPOSITION OF PRIVATE CONSUMPTION, SPAIN AND 
SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1964a 

(Percent)

Consumption Category Spain EEC France I ta ly

43.5 b 29.4 36.8
3.7 b 6 . 6 6.50 . 8 38.3 1.7 3.41 2 . 2 b 12.5 10.7
4.0 8.4 7. 1 9.32 . 2 3.9 3.3 3.2
6.5 5 6
1.3 3 8
1. 5 6 . 6 9.8 6 . 6

13. 5 8 3
10.3 8 . 2 8.3 8.78 . 7 3 3

108.2 99.7 1 0 2 . 60 . 6 ----- 2 . 1 0.7

8 . 8 1 . 8 3.31 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0

USA

Food............................
Beverages ............................
Tobacco . . . . . . . .  ..........
Clothing and other personal effects . . . .
Rent and water charges ..............
Fuel and light ..........................
Furniture, furnishings & household equipment 
Household operation . . . . . . . . . . . .
Personal care and health expenses ........
Recreation and entertainment . ............
Transportation and communications ........
Miscellaneous services ....................
Domestic private consumption . . ..........
Expenditures of residents abroad ..........
Less: expenditures of non-residents in the

country . . . . . . . . . .  ........
Private consumption ....................

22.9
c
1.9
9.0 
14.8
3.7 
7. 1
3.9
8 . 0  
5.4

14.6
7.9 

99.2
1. 1
0.3

100.0

Statistical Office of the EEC, Basic Statistics of the Community (Brussels: EEC, I960), pp. 40-41. ~ ~ ---

'included in single figure. cIncluded in food item.
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Particularly notable is the small percentage spent in Spain for 

personal care and health, compared with an unusually large percentage 

devoted to recreation and entertainment.

Historical comparisons of personal consumption patterns should 

add depth to the analysis of consumer behavior. (Table 32) Emphasis 

upon changing patterns in the European Economic Community and the United 

States may provide some insights into probable future Spanish consumption 

patterns. Unfortunately, the broad category, "Other," in Table 32 con

ceals many discretionary expenditures that are of particular interest 

to the market analyst.



PRIVATE CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES, SPAIN AND SELECTED COUNTRIES 
BY TYPE PRODUCT OR SERVICE, 1955 AND 1964a 

(Percent)

TABLE 32
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Consumer Profile

Attention up this point has been centered upon the strategic 

factors-social, political, and economic-that have shaped the Spanish 

market economy. This survey, sketchy in many respects, has been aimed 

primarily at defining the £QLential that exists in Spain for the future 

development of a dynamic market system.

Examination of national and international aggregates, averages, 

and trends has provided ample evidence of the rapidly improving economic 

"quality" of the Spanish population. The disproportionate number of

under-consumers in the population seems likely to decrease at an ever- 
increasing rate.

A manifest growth In ability to buy Is more than matched by growing 

demand in both producers' and consumers' sectors:

1.

2.

in Lial Sect°r’ the domestic steel industryin 1966 was able to supply less than 60% of demand.
The chemical industry, despite a 9% average annual
K r v l r H ^ r 0-^* haS f3iled t 0  keep pace with demand; the year 1965 witnessed a 26% increase in imports of
chemical materials. Other key industries continue to 
struggle with modernization and expansion problems while 
trying to cope with record backlogs.

Increases in the minimum wage, with an accompanying rise 
in the general wage level, have created increasing demand 
pressures for consumer goods. In the opinion of official 
U. S. observers, the climbing demand is expected to con-
a n n h i L  ^?reSeeable future *hlle Spanish agriculture 
to the trend6<ilnS SyStem take time to modernize and adjust

For a more detailed close-up of the Spanish consumer, consideration 

will be centered upon: (1) cost of living factors that are basically 
reciprocal functions of his purchasing power; (2 ) standard-of^living 
indicators that serve as benchmarks of his economic progress; and (3 ) 
modifying influences that are re-shaping his tastes and buying habits.

Department^of ̂ Commerce, ^ ^  (WashinSton: U.S.
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Cost of living

Prices and wages.—  A continuation of Spain's economic expansion 

in 1967 is expected to add 7%, in real terms, to GNP atop an 8% gain in 
1966. This economic upsurge has been accompanied by a sharp rise in

TABLE 33

SPAIN: CONSUMER AND WHOLESALE PRICES,
AVERAGE ANNUAL INCREASES3 

(Percent)

both prices and wages. In contrast to recent years, food prices in 1966

were not the main force behind the general rise in consumer prices; 
clothing and general expenses were principally responsible.
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Wholesale prices of most important industrial and consumer com

modities were relatively steady during the period 1963-66. Some notable 

exceptions included beef (plus 40.8%), electrolytic copper (plus 88.5%), 
and fresh milk (plus 36.6%).

In 1966, almost 45% of the rise in GNP was attributable to
price inflation, with waee i n f n n  »c - •* in wuge inrration as a major component. A moderating

TABLE 34

SPAIN: WAGE INCREASES, 1964-673 
(Percent)

Average Annual Increases
]_&. tps t“

1964 1965 1966
Trends
1967b

Hourly earnings:

Manufacturing . . . 14. 9C 15.0C 11.0C I /, 1Construction . . . 12.4 14.8 12.7
14. 1

Agricultural wages 1 2 . 0 1 0 . 8 14.7 —

Organization for Economic 
Economic Surveys: Spain, 1966-67 Cooperation and Development 

(Paris: OECD, 1967), p. 12. *

bHourly 
quarter 1966.

earnings first quarter 1967 compared with first

cAverage of figures from 
Ministry of Industry. Institute of Statistics and

trend in the increase of manufacturing wages during 1966 apparently was 

reversed in the first quarter of 1967. Still another raise (of 15%) 

in the minimum wage at mid-year undoubtedly will contribute additional 

upward pressure in the third and fourth quarters of the year.

As previously noted, the per capita income in rural areas is 

only about two-thirds the national average. This continuing imbalance
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in income levels produces different consumption patterns in urban and 
rural areas:

Rural Urban
Percent of income spent for:

food, beverages, tobacco 52.9 42.7
discretionary purchases 16.6 2 2 . 1

The report containing this data added that ". . . since 1958, the real

increase in average consumption by urban families has been about five

times larger than that of farm families. " 5
Co s t  of living index.— A predictable result of the rising price 

and wage level in Spain has been a substantial climb in the cost of living 

index since the recessionary period of 1960-61. International comparisons

TABLE 35

INDEX OF CHANGES IN COST OF LIVING, SPAIN 
AND SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1960-663 

(December 1958 - 100)

Country 1960 1962 1964 1966

Percent Change

1960-
1966

1964-
1966

Spain 104 118 141 162 +55.8 +14.9
Average rate of change + 9.3 + 7. 5

EECb 104 110 120 129 +24.0 + 7.5
France 110 120 129 137 +24.5 + 6 . 2Italy 103 113 128 135 +31.1 + 5.5
EEC: Average rate of change + 4.0 + 2 . 8

USA 103 105 108 114 +10.7 + 5.6
Average rate of change + 1 . 8 + 2 . 8

aInternational Monetary Fund, IMF Quarterly. July, 1967. 
^Excluding Luxembourg.
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serve to accentuate the relatively sharp upturn in Spain's inflationary 
trend.

The wage-price spiral, although moderated somewhat in 1966, 

appears certain to continue its steady upward pressure on the cost of 

living index for the visible future. Only significant advances in labor 

productivity will eventually stem the advance.

Standard of living

Measures of ,quality..-m Chapter VI some facets of the standard

of living were studied in connection with health, housing, and educational 

aspects of the population. Quantitative measures (per capita, per 

thousand of population, etc.) of various aspects of health, housing, 

and education were implicitly accepted as providing a comparative measure, 

over time and internationally, of the quality of life in Spain. The 

economic bases of these qualitative factors were not considered. That 

these aspects of living may be both cause and result of the economic 

environment is undeniable. Yet an objective measure of the economic 

quality of living that correlates with observed social phenomena is 

necessary--and most difficult to obtain with certainty.

Certain "non-monetary" direct indicators, discussed earlier, 

provide suitable objective estimates of relative standards of living. 6 
(Table 36) Their statistical validity lends a degree of confidence in 

their use as general measures of stages of economic development. As 

might be expected from other economic observations, Spain in the early

' R . See "Inter-country Comparisons of Real Incomes," Appendix E. 
Dr. Beckerman s prediction equation describing the relationships of

c° ^  i n C ° m eS is Identical for Spain, the EEC countries, 
nd the U. S. Therefore, direct comparisons of the indicators (inputs 
to the equations) permits valid inferences regarding relative living 
standards. °



TABLE 36

NON-MONETARY INDICATORS OF RELATIVE PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION 
SPAIN AND SELECTED COUNTRIES8 ’

Country

(1)
Crude Steel 
Equivalent

(2 )
Cement

Production

(3)
Domestic

(4)
Stock
of

Radios0

(5)
Stock of

(6 )
Vehicles

(7)
Meat

(Kg)b <Kg)b Sentb
Tele
phones0 (Domestic 

& Commer.)°
Consump

tion (Kg)b
Spain

1960
1965

62
255

197
315

71
77

89
144

59
91

14
37

19
28

% Increase 322 60 8 62 54 164 47
EEC

1960
1965

314
391

353
479

155
143

2 58 
325

118
128

94
172

53
60

% Increase 25 36 ( 8 ) 26 8 83 13
France

1960
1965

306
356

319
459

127
148

244
312

97
120 160

241
73
82

% Increase 16 44 17 28 24 51 12

104
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sixties was at a relatively primitive level of its evolution toward 

higher living standards.

Analysis of percentage changes in the non-monetary indicators for 

the various countries shows clearly the fast growth of consumption and 

consumption-related strategic factors in Spain:

TABLE 37

ANALYSIS: NON-MONETARY INDICATORS3 
(Percent Increase, 1960-65)

Indicator*1

1
2
3
4
5
6 
7

Spa in EEC France Italy

322 25 16 18
60 36 44 208 - 8 17 2
62 26 28 7554 8 24 49
164 83 51 138
47 13 12 30

USA

23
7
3

32
12
12
7

3Calculated from Table 36.
bT j.Indicators numbered in accordance with listine 

in Table 36. 8

In five of the seven categories, the Spanish percentage of increase

during the five-year period was larger than that of the other countries 
examined.

Selected consumer durables. — A further analysis of the usage of 

selected consumer durables (Table 38) duplicates some of the data in 

Table 36. This analysis provides some interesting results in terms of 

"equivalent stages of demand," as depicted in Table 39. For example, 

Spain in I960 attained approximately the per capita level of telephone
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CONSUMER DURABLES IN USE, SPAIN AND 
SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1957-65a 

(Per 1,000 population)

TABLE 38

Consumer Durable Spain France Italy EEC USA
Telephones

1957
1960
1963
1965
Increase— %:

45
59
74
91

79
97

112
120

56
75
96

112

81
118
121
128

370
411
446
462

1957-65
1960-65

102
54

52
26

100
53

58
8 25

12
Radios

1957
1960
1963
1965

, Increase--%:

72
89
129
144

238b
244
304
312

146b
161
189
207

232b 
259 
270 
32 5

92 lb 
941 
1009 
1244

1957-65
1960-65

100
62

31
30

42
29

40
26

35
32

Automobiles
1957
1960
1963
1965
Increase— %:

5.7
10
17
25

90
117
166
190

25
40
77
106

57
77

120
141

325
342
362
385

1957-65
1960-65

339
150

111
62

324
165

147
83

:I8
13

Television Sets
1957
1960
1963
1965

. Increase— %:

0 . 1
4.8

26
50

2 2b
41
92
130

2 2b
42
85
117

29b
55

113
151

287b
297
327
408

1957-65
1960-65 962

491
218

432
179

421
175

42
37

---------------------- m e  u i i i  L e e

tical Yearbook. Issues 1959-66 (New York: 

b1958.
United Nations, 1967),
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SELECTED CONSUMER DURABLES IN USE, SPAIN AND SELECTED 
COUNTRIES: EQUIVALENT STAGES OF DEMAND 

(Year attained)

TABLE 39

Item Spain France Italy EEC

Telephones 1960 1957
1963 1957 I960
1965 1960 1963 1958

Radios 1965 1958
Automobiles 1965 1957
Television sets 1963 1958-9 1958-9 1957-81965 1960-1 1960-1 1959-60

aCalculated from Table 38.

installations reached by Italy in 1957* ir f

J y iy3/’ it: therefore "lagged” Italy by
approximately three years. By 1965. this gap „as reduced to about two

years; there was a gap of five years with respect to France and seven 

years with respect to the EEC average.

One inference to be drawn from such an analysis is that the 

previous rough estimate of a 25-year gap between Spanish and French 

consumption economies is too large. Actually, that estimate was applle, 

to aggregates of "apparent" consumption capabilities, projected on a 
deterministic basis. Important modifying factors were ignored, in 

addition to those economic ones identified at the time. For example,

the influence of installment buying upon consumption patterns can hardly
be over-estimated. in the United qt-at-oc , ̂  ,• ates, it is not uncommon to find
even the poorest homes equipped with a full complement of consumer dur-

ables-simply because it is possible to spend future income to acquire 
those things.
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It is precisely this changing vision of the attainable that spurs 

countless millions of wage-earners throughout the world to greater endeavor 

and increased productivity. There is ample evidence at hand to indicate 

that the Spanish worker is susceptible to these inducements. Therefore, 

it is quite likely that the 25-year gap— if it exists— may be closed in 

geometric fashion.

Changing tastes and product preferences

New, old, emerging Europe; fun, fashion, Eurovision; revolution 

of rising expectations--these and many similar terms have been used 

frequently in the popular press to describe a European marketing revolution 

that is changing long-established national patterns and traditions in mat

ters of spending, saving, and consumption. "The European consumer, as 

his American counterpart did long ago, is becoming a mass consumer. " 7 
The verdict: two of the major factors in the emergence of Europe's 

"new look" market are transportation and television.

Spain, identified as a part of "old" Europe (the agricultural 

areas with low per capita income) was credited with little more than a 

•burning desire to join the high-consumption club of Western Europe.

Eurovision, tabbed as a major force in the European marketing 

boom, has been a lesser factor in Spain. Although linked to Eurovision, 

Spain's TV network has a relatively restricted viewership because of the 

sparse ownership of TV sets: 50 sets per 1,000 population in 1965, 

versus a 150 average for Common Market countries and 408 for the United 

States. The future potential of Spanish television is large, since recent

"Three Europes, One Boom," Business Week. September 10, 1966.
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extensions of the network have brought 93% of the total population within 
broadcast range.

Apart from a general increase in affluence, some more indirect 

influences appear to have affected Spanish consumption patterns:

1 . The annual influx of tourists (reaching a new peak of
patterns°a h" ^  brlnging the-  ™  consumption patterns and product demand into Spain.

2* I n i  3 T aI ,rePatriati°n of hundreds of thousands of 
Spanish workers after stays of two to four years in 
other European countries, where they acquired new tastes 
along with new skills and purchasing power.

3‘ inioninduIr/iendS,aS aSricultural workers have moved into industrial employment.

4' a „ r p ^ t ; i L r f ? hi ib? r i - . optin,istic *=P litical liberalization have taken effect.

Admittedly esoteric in many respects, this admixture of sociological and 

economic influences might be simply a re-enumeration of the key aspects 

of. any. market revolution, anywhere, anytime. The uniquely Spanish aspect 

of the phenomenon is that this is the first time it has happened here.

In addition to the well-documented boom in consumer durables, 

there are other specific indications that the Spanish consumer is no 

longer satisfied with traditional products and buying habits. He has

upgraded his tastes and expectations in important areas of private con- 
sumption:

1# iS 3 rapidly-growing demand for high-fashion
clothing, along with a general upgrading in the 
quality and cut of men's clothing. Sales of clothing 
as a proportion of total private consumption expend if 
tures have been moving upward since I960.

2* IuLreJ aS b!Gn 3 noticeable 5^tch to more and better
Foff . t 0  m n y other types of higher-quality
foodstuffs, including prepackaged and processed foodsf

3’ l T ° rtS °f Sc°tGh whlskey have reached a record level:
Ihe average Spaniard scorns the local elixir (wines
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and sherry) in favor of spectacularly overpriced 
bottles of Scotch. " 8

4. Presumptive evidence of widespread ownership of color 
television sets is the announcement that Spain's TV 
network is expected to begin color broadcasting bv 
early 1963. y

Guidelines for marketing

These "outcroppings" of a quiet revolution in consumer tastes 

and Product preferences, and the causes thereof, are rather generalized 

indicators of national trends. A more specific analysis of economic or 

market areas and segments within Spain would be necessary for a proper 

evaluation of actual geographic and/or product market potentials. Such 

a study of the relative economic potential of various regions is now 

possible on the basis of pioneering work done within the past four 

years by two progressive Spanish financial institutions. 9
Market research, as a distinct economic discipline, is still 

in a basic development stage in Spain. Until quite recently, the lack 

of reliable business and economic data had effectively stifled any such 

activity. The implementation of el Plan in 1964, with its attendant 

requirements for centralized information on all aspects of the economy, 

has given the market research function a sound basis for growth. Key 

problems yet to be solved by pioneering market research agencies in 

Spain: difficulties of obtaining information from Spanish companies 

habitually engaged in clandestine business practices; obtaining qualified

8Time, October 6 , 1967. 
is so heavily based upon wine and 
serious problem.

In a country whose agricultural economy 
sherry production, this can be a

Banco Urquijo, Madrid; and Banco Español de Credito, Madrid.
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market research personnel; and the consumer research problem of obtaining 

cooperation from respondents. 10

A notable economic and market research program, now in its third 

year, is carried out under the aegis of the Banco Espanol de Credito, 

a leading Spanish commercial bank with branches throughout Spain, some 

in Africa, and one in New York City. The bank summarizes its monumental 

research efforts annually in a 400-page document that presents a detailed 

cross-section of the Spanish market economy. 11
Available in the 1966 edition of the market annual are such 

market measures as:

1. Territorial indexes of the cost of living.

2. Energy consumption by province.

3. Indexes of purchasing power by province.

4. Indexes of economic activity by province.

5. Inter-provincial migratory movements.

6 . Index of commercial convenience: a function of com
mercial potential and concentration of population, bv 
province.

7. A national census of buying habits with respect to 
selected new products.

These are only samples of an extremely diverse data base, much of which 

is constructed by sophisticated and proven techniques and models that 

are elaborated and explained in the text.

BANESTO states its objective succinctly in the Foreword of the
Anuario:

10,,A New Look at Spanish Advertising," Special
Ruescas-McCann-Erickson, 1967) Reprinted in Spain-U.S. 
No. 37 (July-August, 1967), pp. 17-23.

Report (Madrid: 
Trade Bulletin.

Anuario del Mercado Español. 1966 
Credito, 1967). ---- ----- (Madrid : Banco Espanol de

12Acronym popularly used instead of the bank’s full title.



* ' " era of ProPhecy and improvisation has passed . . .
outlined°n mUSt =Uatain itself w*th its future more clearly utiined . . . (We) conceived this work as a resume of the 
actuality surrounding us, 
future market might be.15
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• . and a guide as to what the

This key financial institution appears to be infused with the spirit 

that nurtured the Stabilization Plan of 1959 and Development Plan I.



CHAPTER IX

THE ECONOMIC REGIONS OF SPAIN

Geographic Parameters

Regional delineations

The Urquijo Bank, a leading commercial bank in Madrid, has 

sponsored (with the assistance of the Ford Foundation) a continuing 

program of research on major economic, juridical, and social issues 

facing Spain in its bid to re-enter the mainstream of world affairs.

A landmark study of 1963-4 undertook the empirical demarcation 

of the economic regions of metropolitan Spain. A major purpose of the 
study was to

. . . contribute some facts and judgment elements which will 
be useful not only to the agencies entrusted with decision
making in matters of regional policy, but also to other deter
minants of our economic life, in particular, entrepreneurs. 
. . .  We would presume . . . (the study) can contribute data 
. . • as to the location of new plants, the planning of sales 
organizations and distribution channals . . 14

These regional delineations were based upon the identification 

of "disperson" areas, or belts, by statistical techniques. These 

techniques were designed to isolate "areas of heterogeneity" (bound 

by the dispersion belts), within which there is sufficient diversi

fication of demographic, economic, and communications resources to 

support a substantially autonomous economic entity.

Society for Studies and Publications, Economi 
the Reg ions of Spain (Madrid; Urquijo Bank, 1964), p.

14
c Profiles of 
13.
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Each of thirteen areas of heterogeneity, or centers of develop- 

ment (polos de desarrollo), was then given a typological characterization 

specifying its economic profile:

Per capita income
Mining output
Agricultural output — eight crop varieties
Industrial employment--seven sectors
Industrial energy consumption
Hotels
Population active in industry

Each regional profile is composed of a total of twenty sectors. 

Each of the twenty sectors for each region is linked to a national 

"norm”— a unit index--by a relative index. This index shows, for any 

given region, the extent to which each sector activity in that region 

exceeds or falls short of a theoretical national unit norm. Thus, the 

relative importance of the various sector activities in each region is 

established.

Table 4 0 provides a regional analysis of important demographic 

characteristics. The economic regions, numbered one through thirteen, 

are those defined by the Urquijo Bank study. (Figure 5) The order of 

listing is by "tier," from west to east and north to south; included 

also are the island provinces, the Balearles and the Canaries. The 

provinces comprising each economic region are listed, along with their 

historic alignment with the ancient kingdoms of Spain. It is interesting 

to note the extent to which these historic political groupings correspond 

to modern economic relationships as established by the research study.

Descriptions of the economic orientation of each region, as 

determined in the Urquijo study, are contained in the right-hand column



I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

VI.
VII.

VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.
XII.
XIII.

GALICIA 
ASTUR-LEON 
NORTH AND EBRO 
DUERO 
ARAGON 
CATALONIA 
EXTREMADURA 
CENTER
LEVANTE i
GUADALQUIVIR 
SOUTH 
BALEAR ICS 
CANARIES
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TABLE 40

THE ECONOMIC REGIONS OF SPAIN*

Economic

SPALN
I .  CAUCIA

Le Coruña

Pentevedra

2- ASTUR-LEON

Oviedo

3- NORTH AND EBBO

A leve
Culpuecoe 
Logrono

Santander 
V lsceye

PUERO

A v ila

P a le n d e  
Sa le  manca 
Segovla  
S e r ie
V a lla d o lid

5. ARAGON

iaragosa

6. CATALONIA

Barcelona

Larlda 
Tarragona

7- EXTREMADUKA

Ciudad-Real

Guada la je r a
Madrid
Toledo

9. LEVANTE

A lic a n te
C a s te llón
Murcia
V a len c ia

10. CUAUALOUIV f K

Cadls
Cordoba
Huelva
Jaén
S e v i l l e

A lm ería
Granada
Malaga

12. BALEARIC IS .

13. CANARY ISLANDS

H is to r ic
P o l i t ic a l
A lignm ent

G a lic ia
G a lic ia
G a lic ia
G a lic ia

Basque 
Old C a s t i le

Old C a s t i le

Old C a s t i le  
Old C a s t i le  
Old C a s t i le

Old C a s t i le  
Old C a s t i le  
Old C a s t i le

Cata Ion ia  
Cata Ion la 
C ata lon ia  
C ata lon ia

Extremadura
Extremadura

New C a s t i le  
New C a s t i le  
New C a s t i le  
New C a s t i le  
New C a s t i le

V a len c ia
V a lencia
Murcia
V a lencia

Andalucía
Andalucía
Andalucía
Andalucía
Andalucía

Anda lu c ia  
Andaluc la  
Andalucía

(k»2>
502,546

28,093

7,903
9,881
6,979
3,330

24,965

14,070
10,895

28,012

3.047 
1,997 
5,034

10,421
5,289
2,224

78,898

8.048 
14,328
8,019

12,336
4,949

10,301
8,345

10,572

47,609

15,680
14,797
17,132

7,733
5,886

12,066
6,283

41,602

21.657
19,945

87,210

14,86?
19,749
17,062
12,190
8,002

15,345

34,622

5,863
6,679

11.317
10,763

58,690

7,385
13,718
10,085
13,492
14,010

28,590

8,774
12,531
7,285

4,065
3,208

11.7

Popu la tion  ( In  Thousands)

1.4

2 .602.9

991.7 
479. 5
451.5 
680.2

1.573.9

584.6 
989.3

138.9
478.3
229.9
402.0
432.1
754.4

2,263.8

238.4 
380.8
232.0 
405.7 
195.6 
147. 1 
363. 1
301.1

233. 5 
215.2 
656.8

3,925.9 122.8
76.4e

1.022.4 
480.0
462.4
730.4

1.633.5

601.3
1,032.2

2 .679 .0

160.7 
538. 1
233.6
419.6
451.9 
875. I

2 .261 .0

239.0
378.9
230.8
404.9 
194. 0 
140.3 
376.8 
296 3

236.4 
201. I 
696.2

96.0

129.2 
48.6 
66.2

219.2

65.4

1,878.0 372.2 3,316.3
351.4 59.7 375.2 63.6
333.8 27.7 344. 5
362.7 57.7 386.9 61.6

1,378.8 33. 1 1,366.4 32.8

834.4 38. 5 823. 1
544.4 27.3 543.3 27.3

4.581.7 52.5 4,866 0 55.9
26.9« 23.9=

371.0 25.0 363. 1 24 .5583.9 29.6 576.4 29.2
315.4 18. 5 2 = 3. 7 17.2183. 5 15.0 176. 7

2.606.3 325.7 2 ,933 .0
521.6 34.0 523. 1 34. 1

3,281.3 94.8 3,548. 5 105.0
80.7= 86. 5C

711.9 121.4 780.3 133.0
339.2 50. 8 361 1
800. 5 70.1 832.4 73.5

1,429.7 132.8 1,574.7 146.3

3,987.9 67.9 4 ,1 9 6 .I 71.5

818.8 110.9 873.3 118.2
798.4 58. 2 813.3 50.3
399.9 39.6 410.6 40 8
736.4 54.6 749. 7 55. 5

1,234.4 88. 1 1,349.2 96.3

1,905.4 66.6 1,957.3 68. 5

360.8 41.1 366.4
769.4 61.4 777.1 62.0
775.2 106.4 813.8 111.7

443.3 88.4 468. 3 93.4

443.3 88.4 668 3

994. 5 130.0 1,047.4 144.0

453.8 111.6 511.5 125.8
490. 7 152.9 535.9 167.1

P r in c ip a l In d u s tr ie s  and In d ica to rs  
o f  Economic A c t i v i t y 6

F o r e s tr y ,  lumber, and fu r n itu r e ,  c a t t l e  
r a is in g .

M in in g, c a t t l e  r a is in g ,  in d u s tr ia l eon- 
aumption o f  e l e c t r i c i t y .

M eta ls  and by-p rod u cts . In d u s tr ia l con
sumption o f  e l e c t r i c i t y , paper and 
g rap h ic  a r t s ,  chem ica ls.

C erea l g ra in s ,  c a t t l e  r a is in g ,  f o r e s t r y .

C erea l g ra in s ,  f o r e s t r y .  In d u s tr ia l con
sumption o f e l e c t r i c i t y .

T e x t i l e s and fo o tw e a r , paper and graph li 
a r t s ,  h o te ls ,  in d u s tr ia l p op u la t ion , 
ch em ica ls , meta Is  and by-p rodu cts , 
v e g e ta b le s .

F o re s tr y ,  t e x t i l e  f i b e r s , o l i v e s .

Grapes, c e re a l g ra in s .  C en tra l g o v em - 
ment In Madrid. "

F ru it s ,  v e g e ta b le s ,  c on stru c tio n  
m a te r ia ls ,  g ra p es , lumber and fu m l-  
eur* »  t e x t l l e s  and foo tw ear.

U liv e s ,  t e x t i l e  f i b e r s , food  p roces
s in g .

H o te ls  ( to u r is m ),  o l i v e s ,  food  
p ro cess in g .

Tourism , t e x t i l e s ,  foo tw ea r , f r u i t s ,  
c a t t l e ,  v e g e ta b le s .

F ru it s ,  v e g e ta b le s , tourism .

H E .n .1 , I9b6. , . nc.  E .p .n o l J .  ¿ r .d 'l t e .  M .d r I1 ? * IW 6 ? ' l^ ‘ * i ^  i * / “ “ ? ! “ . ’ ' , ! “ !?1 d e I M d r ld .  Jun., 19S4; Anuerlo d . l  M ere.
„  . . ---------- — —  S p « ‘ " . bureau o f  la b o r  S t a t i s t i c ,  u. o . U .pc. o f  la b o r , . . .b ln , t u n .
L is te d  f o r  each reg ion  In o rd e r  o f  Importance Mnri.ri i „ .  _

e  '  — *  U - *  ln d le a te s  an in du stry  th a t Is  h ig h ly  dominant In a reg ion .

Exclud ing m etro p o lita n  a reas  w ith in  th e reg ion .
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of Table 40.^  Demographic data 

between 1960 and 1965, comprise
, with trends of population distribution 

the central element of the table.

Commercial areas

The definition of economic regions has only an incidental rela

tionship to the delineation of commercial areas, or "natural” market 

areas. Within regions of heterogeneity will be found areas that are 

homogeneous in terms of socio-economic customs, buying habits, travel 

and communications patterns, etc. The identification of these comnercial 

areas is a primary objective of market-research--an activity that is 

presently receiving priority attention in Spain. Further differentiation 

of particular product markets within commercial areas is a major research 

function that is also being assiduously developed.

BANESTO has identified 101 commercial areas within Spain. For 

each of these areas, an "index of convenience" has been calculated, in 

which a coefficient of concentration of area population is applied to 

a projected area share of market. The objective of this index is to 

provide an indication of the relative sales effort required to exploit 

the potential within the respective commercial areas.^

The statistical bases for the various components of the 
economic analysis varied in date from 1958 for the industrial employment 
sectors to 1953 for hotel data. Though certain important economic data 
are out-dated, the basic economic orientation of the respective regions 
is believe still to be valid. Although a primary goal of the current 
Development Plan is to change the economic orientation of selected 
regions-~and some progress has been made— major success for such pro
jects lies in the future.

16Anuario del Mercado Espanol, 1966. op. cit., pp. 361-9.
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Economic Parameters

Cost of living

Measurements of the cost of living in the various regions of 

Spain are based upon Madrid's index as a standard.

TABLE 41

COST OF LIVING AND BUYING POWER, REGIONS 
OF SPAIN, NOVEMBER, 1966a

Cost of 
(Madrid

Living 
” 100)

Buying Power of Peseta 
(Madrid = 1)

Reg i on 1965 1966 1965 1966

Galicia 97.1 95.1 1.03 1.05
Astur-Leon 96.0 94.5 1.04 1.06
North & Ebro 101.8 103.2 .98 .97
Duero 92.9 93.8 1.08 1.07
Aragon 91.2 93.3 1.10 1.07
Catalonia 108.8 110.3 .92 .91
Extremadura 88.5 90.8 1.13 1.10
Center

Ex-Madrid
91.2
89.4

92.6
91.1

1.10 
1.12

1.08
1.10

Levante 100.5 101.0 1.00 .99
Guadalquivir 94.1 95.2 1.06 1.05
South 94.7 96.6 1.06 1.04
Balearics 100.7 103.2 .99 .97
Canaries 91.6 108.5 1.09 .92

3Anuario del Mercado Español, issues of 1966 and 1967 
1Madrid: Banco Español de Crédito, 1966-7)
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All regions except two registered gains in the cost of living 

between 1965 and 1966. Most gains were nominal except in the Canary 

Islands, where the index took an unexplained jump of 18%. Predictably, 

the depressed agricultural regions display an index well below that of 

the Madrid standard. Included in this category are the five provinces 

surrounding Madrid province that comprise the Center area. Indexes for

the industrial and tourist regions are all at or above the Madrid 
standard.

These relative measures of the cost of living are primarily 

useful, in conjunction with other indicators of income and consumption, 

to evaluate the respective regions as potential markets.

Distribution of national income

Previous reference has been made to large imbalances in per 

capita income between the industrialized and the agricultural sectors 

of the economy. Table 42 clearly demonstrates this imbalance. The 

trend between I960 and 1965 showed a widening of the imbalance, the 

poor areas becoming relatively worse off in most cases.

In 1965, only four regions, representing 23% of the total 

population, are within plus-or-minus 20% of the national, or unit, norm. 

Five regions, representing 39% of total population, in 1965 were more 

than 20% below the national average in per capita income. If the 

Center region (excluding Madrid) is considered, the proportion becomes
45%.
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TABLE 42

SPAIN: PER CAPITA INCOME, BY REGION, 1965a

Region

Percent c 
Inc

f National 
ome

Percent
Relative Indexb

1960 1965
Change
1960-65 1960 1965

Catalonia 18.41 22.36 + 21.5 1.42 1.63
Balearles 1. 55 2.37 + 52.9 1.07 1.63
Center 17.28 20.85 + 20.7 1.14 1.38Ex-Madrid 2.95 — .49
North & Ebro 11. 58 11.10 - 4.1 1.45 1.35
Canaries 2.44 3.80 + 55.8 .78 1. 17
Levante 11.30 10. 58 - 6.4 1.05 .96
Aragon 3.74 3.30 - 11.8 1.03 .94
Astur-Leon 5.23 4.03 - 22.9 1.01 .80
Duero 5.77 4.54 - 21.3 .77 .65
Galicia 5.87 4.83 - 17.7 .69 .58
Guadalquivir 10.37 7.16 - 31.0 .79 .55
South 3.66 3.39 - 7.4 .58 .51
Extremadura 2.86 1.69 - 40.9 .63 .40

. „ „.a— U-aM-ÍO,del Mercado Español, 1967 (Madrid: Banco Español
PP* 37"40; Economic Profiles of the Regions of

b,

^ p p .  j /-4u ; Economic Profiles 
S£aJU\ (Madrid: Banco Urquijo,~1964), pp. 81-2.

3Income percentage divided by population percentage.

Purchasing power

Indexes of regional purchasing power are based upon a model that 

includes eleven component statistical series.
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Total municipal population
Marriages
Live births
Private automobiles
Motorcycles
Telephones
Hotel rooms
Share of national sales of Portland cement 
Luxury taxes 
Entertainment taxes 
Family expenditures, excluding food

Three variations of the model are used:

Index one: items of common consumption and low unit cost.

Index two: items not of common consumption, of "medium- 
price, but not of a specialty type.

Index three: specialty and luxury items.

TabU 43 provides an inter-region,1 comparison of the three par- 

chasing paver indexes. Not surprisingly, the leading industrial and 

commercial regions of Spain are among the leaders in per capita pur

chasing power. The Balearics, with a heavy emphasis on tourism, are by 

far the highest in per capita purchasing power. A rich -pocket" in the

Catalonia region is Gerona Province, with an index almost twice that of 
the region as a whole.

The extremely poor Center region surrounding metropolitan Madrid 

is far below parity. The lower extremes of per capita buying po„er are 

centered in Galicia and Extremadura, two primarily agriculturai regions.

Some significant relationships are evident in the data of 
Table 43:

*' f w ' w e r e ^ l o S ' L ^ t t y ^ ' r 3 °f Spain inror-r- t  ^parity in per capita purchasing power
of t h f r "  t  the “ »^.Indexes for the buying power' 

peseta in the various regions (Table 41) would
S ”  S  u e n t T r 1 effeCt th* ^  betw'n cne affluent regions and the poor ones For ,
Extremadura's index (number one) would be raised



TABLE 43

SPAIN: REGIONAL INDEXES OF PURCHASING POWER, 
ABSOLUTE AND PER CAPITA, 1966a

Index One Index Two Index Three

Region Absolute
Per

Capita Absolute
Per

Capita Absolute
Per

Capita

Balearics 3.98 2.74 3.82 2.70 3.87 2.67
Catalonia

Gerona
19.82 1.44

2.53
21.54 1.57

2.66
23.46 1.71

2.59
Center 18.63 1.24 19.69 1.30 20. 57 1.36Ex-Madrid 3. 53 .59 3.04 .51 2.72 .45Madrid 15.10 1.65 16.65 1.83 17.85 1.96
North & Ebro 9. 53 1.15 9.87 1.19 9.89 1.19
Canaries 3.40 1.05 3.31 1.02 3.29 1.02
Levante 10.32 .94 10.27 .93 10.14 .92
Aragon 3.29 .94 3.40 .97 3.29 .94
South 5.16 .78 4.53 .69 4.07 .62
Astur-Leon 3.81 .75 3.72 .73 3.42 .68
Guadalquivir 9.43 .73 8.67 .67 7.99 1 .62
Duero 4.99 .71 4.57 .65 4.26 .61
Galicia 5.07 .61 4.47 .54 3.87 .46
Extremadura 2.57 .60 2.15 . 51 1.79 .42

TOTAL • 100.00 — 100.00 — 100.00 —

C r e d i P?. 265-79? 1967 <Madr‘d: “ no° Ex^ " 01 <><=

2. The "clustering" of the various regional figures is also 
revealing: only three of the thirteen, representing 28% of 
the population, are within plus-or-minus 10% of unit parity
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3 .

Ä L r ’I X ' V t L I e « “ 1 PO?Ulati° Y " °  than 
iS considered, L e  ^ t ï T ï ï ' Z Ì s ^ r ^

Thus is illustrated one aspect of the perennial Spanish dichotomy:
extremes of wealth and income. Despite evident 

more equitable income distribution, it is clear 
remained to be done.

recent progress toward a 

that in 1965 much

Shares of active wealth

Through a series of "linked" indexes (more properly, relatives), 

BANESTO has devised an index of active wealth.17 (Table 44) The basic 

indexes and their respective components are:

1. Demographic 
relatives : 
immigrants.

index:
total simple arithmetic mean of three 

population, urban population, and

2. Cultural index: simple arithmetic mean of two rela
tives: second-level students, and libraries/book sellers.

3. General wealth 
three relatives 
and commercia 1-

indicator: weighted arithmetic mean 
• agricultural wealth, urban wealth, 
industrial activity.

of

4. Economic index: simple arithmetic 
wealth indicator (from 3. precedin 
commercial vehicles registered and

mean of the general 
g) and relatives of 
telephones installed

5. Tourism index: a simple relative of tourism by region.

This composite index is intended to describe the relative poten

tial of the various regions to support industrial development and commer 

dal activity- The analyst, by focusing attention on particular

component indexes and their constituent series, can 

more specialized research in selected product and/or
obtain guidance for 

geographic areas.

17
investment.It is believed that this would be the equivalent of capital



TABLE 44

SPAIN: INDEX OF ACTIVE WEALTH, BY REGION, 1964a 
(National base - 100,000)

Región

Cata Ion la 
Center
North & Ebro
Levante
GuadalquIvir
South
Balearles
Duero
Galicia
Cañarles
Astur-Leon
Aragón
Extremadura

Compos i te 
Index

20658.7
17818.1
10255.2
9370.4
8054.3 
5632.1
5226.3
5136.3
4481.5
4263.7
3695.4 
3425.1
1982.6

Demographic

22322.16
17038,
10749.
11864.
10698.

56

12
97
19

4331.32 
1330.63 
5495.94 
4454.70 
2299.03 
2757.65 
3938.59 
2719.14

Component Indexes0

Anuario

Cultural Wea1th Economic Tourism

14178.5 22270.1 22026.2 24119.2
19128.5 16965.7 20222.3 14894.6
12231.7 11567.9 11828.6 6210.7
9983.4 9760.6 9694.3 5944.5
8831.5 9279.0 7820. 5 4867.2
4548.8 3484.0 3585.8 10028.9
1166.5 1730.7 1953.6 16462.6
7686.1 6137.9 5201. 7 2161.2
6246.7 4993.6 4508.0 2716.5
3142.3 2366.0 3408.9 8204.9
6241.0 4568.0 4203.3 1580.7
3802.1 4363.5 3728.2 2231.7
2815.9 2513.0 1818.3 577.3

^The sub-
del Mercado Español, 1966 (Madrid: Banco Español da Credito,

indexes making up the five component indexes are contained in
1 9 6 6 ) ,  p p .  6 3 - 7 4 .  

Appendix F.

12 5
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A logical and useful corollary to the Index of Active Wealth is 

the per capita Index of Active Wealth, which may be called an index of 

the level of development. (Table 45) The rationale behind this termi

nology is that the progressive accumulation of wealth incident to indus

trial development proceeds at a faster rate than the population growth 

necessary to support such industrialization.

TABLE 45

SPAIN: SHARES OF ACTIVE WEALTH AND 
LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT, 1964a 

(Base = 100)

Region
Level of 

Development
Share of 
Wealth

Balearics 361. 5 5.23Catalonia 151.0 20.66(Gerona) (271.3) (3.16)Canaries 131.3 4.26North and Ebro 123.2 10.26Center 118.2 17.82Ex-Madrid 52.9 3.16Madrid 161.4 14.65South 92.8 5.63Astur-Leon 91.6 3.70Levante 85.3 9.37Aragon 73.9 3.43Duero 73.2 5.14Guadalquivir 62.0 8.05Galicia 53.7 4.48Extremadura 46.8 1.98

aCalculated from Table 43 and 
.data in Appendix F. population

Balearic Islands are at a notably high state of de

A dominant tourism industry is supplemented by extensive textile and 

footwear industries and important agricultural production. Thus, 1.45% 

of Spain's population controls 5.23% of its productive wealth.
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The Canary Islands represent an exceptional case where a pre

dominantly agricultural economy ranks high in the level of development. 

Tourism contributes a growing share of the wealth of the Islands.

In the other regions, the level of development is almost directly 

related to the level of industrialization. All of the "under-developed" 

regions (those under 100.0 in Table 45) are primarily oriented to agri

cultural production. Some, as in the South, are beginning to benefit 
from increased tourism.

Again, it is clear that the regions of Spain are sharply divided 

between the "haves" and the "have-nots"; only two of the thirteen regions 

are within 10% of parity in terms of development level. Regions comprising 

48% of the total population are under-developed to the extent of being 

10% or more below the parity level. If we adjust the region of the 

Center to exclude metropolitan Madrid, we find that 54% of the population 

falls in the under-developed category.

Finally, a balanced analysis requires a selective index giving 

some weight to specific aspects of a market, as opposed to per capita 

capability or other broad indicators. For this purpose, a three-factor 

index is computed on the basis of commercial and industrial wealth, family 

expenditures, and purchasing power for common-use items.

This particular index purports to show the relative market 

potentials for convenience items and other coironon-use articles. Various 

other combinations of factors and purchasing power indexes could be used 

to evaluate the market potential for other classes of products. For exam

ple, the factors of urban population, cultural index, urban wealth and 

commercial-industrial wealth, might be combined with Index 3 to produce 
an index of market potential for specialty and luxury items. in effect,
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the index of purchasing power for such items is modified to reflect the 

influence of strategic environmental factors in addition to those com
prising the index.

TABLE 46

SPAIN: THREE FACTOR INDEX OF REGIONAL 
MARKET POTENTIAL, 1964a 
(National base - 100.00)

Reg i on

Commercial 
6c Industrial 

Index

Family
Expenditure

Index*3

Purchasing 
Power 
Index0

Index of 
Potential

Catalonia 23.29 15.72 19.28 19.43
Center 16.05 19.51 18.00 17.85

Madrid
Ex-Madrid

12.74
3.31

15.85
3.66

14.06
3.94

14.22
3.64

North & Ebro 12.09 12.06 9.13 11.09
Levante 10.47 11.25 10.33 10.68
Guadalquivir 8.12 9.20 10.03 9.12
Duero 6.16 5.52 5.04 5.57
Galicia 5.45 4.82 5.50 5.26
Astur-Leon 4.73 5.18 3.82 4. 58
Aragon 4.54 5.07 3.35 4.32
South 3.20 3.74 5.25 4.06
Canaries 2.28 2.99 3.51 2.93
Extremadura 1.96 3.07 2.73 2. 59
Balearios 1.68 1.71 4.13 2.51

„ a^ m r ..io del Mercado Español, 1966 (Madrid: Banco Español de
Crédito, 1966), pp. 28-31, 68-9.

Excluding food. cIndex One, Table 43.
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Commercial areas; market shares

In its most recent (1967) edition of the Anuario, BANESTO has

tabulated for each of the 101 commercial areas an index of »share of

the market,” (properly called market potentials! in both absolute and

per capita terms.18 This index is based upon five component indexes,

or relatives, each representing a percentage of national totals of the
five categories of data:

Population
Commercial licenses
Number of banks
Number of telephones
Family expenditures, excluding food

T*b U  47 presenta a »«it«1 =»mPle from the tabulation, including only 

the highest twenty and the lowest twenty areas on the basis of per 
capita market share.

This index provides a further break-down of data essential to 

the evaluation of specific market areas within the economic regions.

Table 47 demonstrates, again, the cleavage between industrialized and 
agricultural areas:

1. Of the twenty highest commerc 
(agricultural) and two areas 
are not primarily industrial

ial areas, only Valencia 
in the Balearles (tourism) 
in nature.

2. Of the twenty lowest commercial 
agricultural. areas, all are basically

Population mobility

Rising totals of internal migration indicate the increasing 

mobility of the Spanish population. The overall pattern of internal 

migration, of course, has important long-term implications for marketing

de* Mercado Espanol. 1967 (Madrid: Crédito, 1967), pp. 3-21. Banco Español de



SPAIN: PER CAPITA INDEX OF MARKET SHARE, SELECTED 
COMMERCIAL AREAS, 1965a 
(National base «* 1.00)

TABLE 47

Commercial 
Area

Twenty highest:
San Sebastian
Barcelona
Madrid
Tarragona
Puigcerda
Bilbao
Santander
Mahon
Gerona
Palma de Mallorca
Gijon 
Pamplona 
Cuidadela 
Figueras 
Valencia 
Villafranca del 

Panades 
Zaragoza 
Vails 
Vitoria 
Logroño

Economic
Region

North & Ebro
Catalonia
Center
Catalonia
Catalonia
North & Ebro
North 6c Ebro
Balearics
Catalonia
Balearios
As tur-Leon
North 6c Ebro
Balearles
Cata Ionia
Levante

Catalonia 
Aragon 
Ca ta 1 on i a 
North 6c Ebro 
North 6c Ebro

Per Capita 
Market 
Share

1Anuario del Mercado Fspanol. 1967 (Madrid:

Commercial
Area Economie 

Regi on
Twentv lowest? 

Linares GuadaIqu ivirSta. Cruz de 
la Pa Ima CanariesPonferrada As tur-Le onLorca LevanteUbeda Guadalqu iv ir

Don Benito-Vitoria 
de la Serena ExtremaduraCuenca CenterGranada South

Puertollano Center
Pontevedra Galicia
Antequara South
Cuidad Rodrigo Duero
Talavera de la 

Re ina Center
Arrecife CanariesRonda South
Valdepenas Center
Santiago de 

Compostela GaliciaLugo GaliciaMotril South
Orense Galicia

Banco Español de Credito, 1967), pp. 20-1.

Per Capita 
Market 
Share

,63
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and market research. Table 48 shows net changes for the various regions 

during the 1962-65 time period.

The primary gaining regions are the heavily industrialized 

regions of the north and northeast; there is a lesser inflow to the 

agricultural Levante. Losing regions are the agricultural areas in the 

interior meseta, the northwest, and the southern tier of provinces com

prising the Guadalquivir and South regions. As in most other economic 

aspects, the Center region is a special case in population movement. 

Metropolitan Madrid actually gains practically all of the flow from the 

other five provinces of the Center region.

Despite a noticeable drop in 1965, emigration continues at a 

substantial rate from north-central, western, and southwestern regions. 

Some 1.5 million casual and seasonally-employed agricultural laborers 

and their families, most of whom are located in these regions, will 

provide a continuing source of emigration for years to come.

Adding perspective to the analysis of population mobi1ity is 

a comparison of aggregate population changes in the various regions 

during the time period 1960-65. Only two regions had an absolute decrease 

in population, and both decreases were minute. Reflecting the real 

significance of internal population shifts are the percentage changes 

in the relative population distributions during the period.

Available data encompassing the first two years (1964-5) of 

Development Plan I indicate nothing conclusive as to the Plan’s impact 

on internal migration. Actually, the rate of increase of migration flow 

in 1964 eased somewhat from that of 1963. There was an absolute drop 

in most regions (both gaining and losing) in 1965. It is logical to 

expect that the expansion of industry and the modernization of agriculture



TA BLE 48

SPAIN: INTERNAL POPULATION MOBILITY, 1962-65®

Region

Gaining regions
Catalonia 
North & Ebro 
Levante 
Balearics 
Canaries
Losing regions
Guadalquivir
Duero
Extremadura 
South 
Galicia 
Astur-Leon 
Center (Net) 

Ex-Madrid 
Madrid 

Aragon

1962

84919
23607
14521
1499
268

36794 
21256 
20082 
24896 
6472 
3226 
6798 

30033 
+ 23235 

3812

1963 1964

99329
30439
35825
2081
1359

46415
30735
28459
26211
9001
4154
6433

44527
38094
5039

108235
34961
28946
1912
1437

54730
35526
34579
25913
10319
6142
2693
48595
45902

787

1965
Average
1962-65

92240
30088
29090
1435
608

53619 
30876 
30637 
29758 
8486 
4195 

+ 7 55
41814 

+ 42569 
3906

96181
29774
27096
1732
918

47890
29598
28439
24445
8070
4429
3792
41242
37450
3386

Variation Index 
(1963 - 100)

1962

86
78
58
72
20

79
69
70 
95 
72 
78
106
67
61
76

1965

93
99
82
69
45

115
100
108
79
95

101
94

112
78

Anuario del Mercado Español, 1967 (Madrid: Banco Español de Crédito, 1967), pp. 561-2,

132
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envisioned by el_Plan will increase the rate of flow in its present 

pattern. The long-range nature of these developments, however, may 

preclude any marked increase in annual rates.

TABLE 49

SPAIN: NET POPULATION CHANGES 
BY REGION, 1960-653

Poí
(Na

>ulation Percentage 
tional base = 100)

Absolute

Region 1960 1965
Percent
Change

Population 
Change (%) 
1960-65

Galicia 8.55 8.35 - 2.34 + 3.50
Astur-Leon 5.17 5.06 - 2.12 + 3.80
North & Ebro 8.00 8.30 + 3.75 +10.00
Duero 7.43 7.00 - 6.15 - 0.10
Aragon 3.63 3.51 - 3.41 + 2.60
Catalonia 12.90 13.70 + 6.20 +12.70
Extremadura 4.53 4.24 - 6.40 - 0.90
Center 15.05 15.07 + 0.13 + 6.20

Ex-Madrid 6.49 5.95 - 8.21 - 2.20
Levante 10.78 10.99 + 1.95 + 8.20
Guadalquivir 13.10 13.01 - 0.52 + 5.20
South 6.26 6.07 - 3.04 + 2.70
Balearles 1.45 1.45 + 5.70
Canaries

Total
3.10

100.00
3.25

100.00
+ 4.84 + 5.30

_aAnuario del Mercado Español, 1966 (Madrid: Banco Español 
de Crédito, 1966), pp, 64-5; Table 40, preceding.
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The Time Parameter

In our consideration of the economic parameters of the regions 

of Spain, we have been using the present tense when, in fact, the data 

being analyzed are, in general, two to three years old. Progress during 

the interim, under the impetus of Development Plan I, has no doubt altered 

substantially some important components of the statistical data base.

One example of progress under DP-I is contained in a report 

issued in April, 1967, by the Commission for the Development Plan. The 

Polos sector of DP-I, aimed at the industrialization of under-developed 

areas of Spain, had produced in three years a total of 241 new business 

enterprises in the seven polos, accounting for about 20,000 new jobs 

and new investment of approximately $372 million.19 When viewed against 

the backdrop of a work force of perhaps 2 million in the polos areas, 

the long-range nature of the problem becomes apparent. This is also 

true of almost the entire spectrum of objectives to which Spain's 

modern-day conquistadores have addressed themselves.

Summary

This appraisal of the economic regions of Spain has sought, in 

summary fashion, to identify the relative market potential of the 

various regions. Indexes of purchasing power," active wealth (or capital 

investment), and levels of development have been used to establish a 

basic "profile" of the market economy. This profile has confirmed, 

quantitatively, what was generally evident from long observation: that 

a sharp cleavage in wealth and income exists between the industrialized

19Hoja Informativa, Marzo/Abril de 1967 (Madrid: Comisaria 
del Plan de Desarrollo Economico y Social, 1967), pp. 13-14.
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and the agricultural areas of the nation. This fact, of course, has 

broad implications for the marketing strategist.

From the viewpoint of the market analyst, this profile is history 

useful only as a (hopefully) reliable "baseline” position from which to 

construct predictive models. Many additional strategic environmental 

factors would be included in such models. Not the least of these factors 

is the institutional setting within which marketing and distribution 

functions are performed.

The subject of marketing models is beyond both the scope and the 

expertise of this study. Likewise, a properly detailed investigation 

of Spain's marketing and distribution system is material for a complete 

and separate study. It will be possible to treat this vital subject 

only in summary form in the present study.



CHAPTER X

CONCLUSION

Marketing: Institutional Factors

A balanced analysis of the Spanish market economy must evaluate 

yet another strategic factor: the institutional framework of the mar

keting system. It is this key socio-economic system that determines 

the efficiency with which the potential of the market economy is applied 

to the satisfaction of the social and economic needs of the populace.

Views of U. S. observers

Some able on-the-spot research on Spain's marketing institutions

was done in the 1961-63 time period by two U. S. marketing experts.^

Both reports dwelt generally upon archaic, state-controlled practices

that hampered the development of modem sales-oriented distribution

systems. Also clearly identified were social usages and needs that

primarily determined the pattern of the distribution system--including

the age-old central mercados, or market places. That such cultural

factors will change but slowly is a matter of experience in other mar-
21kets. In Spain, the period of four or five years since this research 

was done would be expected to produce only slight change. 20 21

20Dr. J. R. Guerin of St. Joseph's College, Philadelphia, and 
Dr. E. H. Lewis of the University of Minnesota. Their reports were 
published in the Journal of Marketing, Vol. 28, (October, 1964).

21From its introduction in 1957, the supermarket in France had 
risen by 1965 to a total of 450 stores in a nation of 49 million. In 
1965, the small French specialty shop was still doing 88% of total retail 
volume, down from 92% in 1957.

-  136 -
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Such an expectation would be realistic, according to a U. S. 

Department of Commerce report in July, 1967. It blamed sharp 1964-66 

increases in Spanish consumers' prices for manufactured goods on "high 

distribution margins and a relatively slow development of the marketing
9 9system and other services."

Views of a Spanish observer2^

A Spanish economist in August, 1967, commented on the "atomized 

sector of excessively fragmented specialists" in the wholesaler and 

middleman sector. He continued:

This causes the costs of commercialization (sales) and 
distribution to be, in Spain, much higher than in the rest of 
Europe. For this reason, the figure of the middleman has turned 
out . . .  a target of all the critics.

The Stabilization Plan of 1959 and the Development Plan of 1964- 

67 are credited with expediting the concept of marketing in Spain:

This (tariff reduction) tones down and clarifies the 
environment. . . .  Competition begins to play its game.
Marketing begins to be the center of preoccupation in . . . 
business life; much is said about it, but it is little known.

It appears that the increasing orientation of Spain toward 

eventual integration into the Common Market is sparking interest among 

business enterprises in sales, product promotion, and advertising— in 

short, marketing is coming into vogue.

(These) terms are repeated to the saturation point.
Even the extreme has been reached: there are persons who 
think that the solution of the problems of the Spanish economy 
are almost exclusively commercial in nature. . . . The era of 22 *

22Market Factors in Spain. 03R 67-36, op. cit.. p. 8.

Letter from Sr. Juan Martin Pujol, Instituto de Estudios 
Superiores de la Empresa, Barcelona, Spain, August 30, 1967.

23
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marketing has surely begun in . . .  an irreversible pattern, 
and it has 
discoveries

Supermarkets are estimated to be about twenty years behind the 

present stage of development in the United States. Shortcomings include:

1. The majority are too small and unattractive.

2. They suffer from inadequate material and functional dis
tribution.

3. Furnishings, decorations, etc., are antiquated.

4. Management is totally intuitive, and modern management 
techniques are unknown.

5. Financial capacity is limited.

Chain stores are very few and of limited importance. Regarding 

Sears Roebuck, in its new Barcelona operation, ”. . . its commercial 

methods, its techniques of conduct, and its management personnel have 

stature, and they are at the European level."

The recent appearance of voluntary food chains is regarded as a

major development, an important force for the upgrading of the retail

food sector. Important European chain operations have moved into Spain:

Their activity has been demonstrated to be very effec
tive, they have raised the formation of the specialists, have 
introduced new selling methods, coined a variety of promotions, 
etc.

Advertising and market research are considered to be in a 

pioneering phase. Advertising has made a "surprising" growth in the 

past few years, partially because of the emergence of television as a 

mass medium within the past three years. 24

24Is it possible to detect here a slight note of impatience on 
the part of the economist with his "commercially" oriented colleagues?

begun with a customary flood that follows the "great . »24
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Advertising

The rapidly growing role of advertising is demonstrated by the
25following figures on advertising expenditures:

Expenditures

Total Per
Year (Millions) Capita

1963 $167 $5.10
1964 200 6.50
1965 250 8.16

Analysis of advertising distribution by medium shows the relative 

dominance of newspaper and magazine advertising.

TABLE 50

SPAIN: ADVERTISING EXPENDITURE 
BY MEDIUM, 1963-653 

(Percent)

Med ium 1963 1964 1965

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Daily newspapers 34.6 34.8 34.8
Magazines 11.9 11.9 12.1
Television 12.6 13.8 14.9
Radio 8.6 8.8 8.8
Cinemas 6.6 5.9 5.6
Outdoor and Transportation 
Miscellaneous: catalogs,

4.6 4.8 5.1

posters, direct mail, etc. 21.1 20.0 18.7

aA New Look at Spanish Advertising, Special 
Report (Madrid: Ruescas-McCann-Erickson, 1967). 
Reprinted in Spain-U. S. Trade Bulletin, No. 37 (July- 
August, 1967), p. 20. 25

25A New Look at Spanish Advertising, Special Report (Madrid: 
Ruescas-McCann-Erickson, 1967), p. 17. This report is a long overdue, 
definitive analysis of the entire spectrum of Spanish advertising 
media, practices, and trends.
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factors behind the burst of advertising activity appear to

The upsurge of productivity and disposable income resulting 
from Spain’s internal political and economic liberalization.

The influx of foreign advertising capital and know-how.

Increasing receptivity of the Spanish consumer toward 
advertising.

Implementation of el Plan in 1964.

Improved newspaper facilities and the broadened ownership 
of radios and television sets.

increasing sophistication of Spain’s mass-media advertising, 

along with a steadily growing radio-TV audience, is generating strong 

currents of change and growth in the industry. It is adapting its 

strategy to support--and possibly to hasten— the era of mass-consumption 

that seems to lie just ahead.

Miscellaneous marketing factors

On the testimony of one interested Spanish witness, it appears 

that the marketing revolution in Spain is almost at the ’’takeoff” stage, 

despite glaring weaknesses in the distribution chain. Of these weaknesses, 

the most critical is the excessive fragmentation at the manufacturing 

level in most lines of consumer softgoods.

Large-volume retail outlets, until recently almost non-existent 

in Spain, now must organize and supervise production operations of many 

suppliers in order to maintain assured supplies of the desired quality, 

sizes, and quantity. The absence of a strong wholesale/jobber link in 

most lines is being overcome by such direct manufacturer-to-retailer 

distribution--in many cases resulting in backward integration. 26 *

26 Ibid.
^Pujol letter, op. cit.

be:26

Key

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

The
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Under the heading of "grab-bag" information, many isolated 

observations provide useful insights into various facets of the changing 

Spanish marketing system:

1. Self-service: Spain is just moving into high gear, with 
merchants like El Corte Ingles (Madrid) setting very modem 
standards.

2. Spain has several independent distributor (jobber/ 
wholesaler) organizations, but no specialized repre
sentative firms. Result: extraordinarily close marketer 
supervision of sales is essential.

3. Spain's relatively lax laws on package design infringe
ment recall the Far East, where the art of industrial 
art theft has truly been refined.

4. Trade with Iron Curtain countries: Franco is moving so 
abruptly to trade with his former arch-enemies that tour 
books, Civil War monuments, church memorials, etc., are 
caught anti-Red handed.28

5. Electrical appliances: The retailer almost invariably 
offers the customer a discount of 10% to 15% off the 
marked retail price.^

6. Trading stamps: Are just entering the national growth 
phase in retailing.

7. Shopping centers: This concept of marketing appears 
to be five to ten years away--motorization of the con
sumer is not advanced enough as yet.3®

The matter of retail credit, a cultural taboo in the conservative 

Spanish view, is being put to a test by the world's largest retail 

creditor, Sears Roebuck. This interesting experiment, initiated at its * 29 30

2 8Printers' Ink, Marketing Around the World Department (March 24, 
April 14, April 28, 1967).

29Economist Intelligence Unit, Refrigerators and Washing 
Machines in Spain, Special Report No. 1 (London: Die Economist,
November, 1965), p. 26.

30"U. S. Retailers Set-up in Spain," Spain-U.S. Trade Bulletin, 
No. 35, March-April, 1967, p. 9, 11.
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new Barcelona store, is described by the store manager as an attempt 

"to change a sociological concept."31

Summary and Evaluation 

Promise versus present reality

The objective of this study has been to analyze the strategic 

factors in the Spanish socio-economic system that help to shape the 

development of a viable market economy. That this market economy is 

in a dynamic stage of development is evident from all available data. 

Despite some dampening influences, the preponderance of evidence points 

toward a genuine long-term resurgence accompanied by a burgeoning 

consumer demand.

Assessment of the overall prospect requires a look at some 

present realities:

1. The Spanish socio-economic structure is perhaps a generation 
behind that of Western Europe.

2. Deficiencies in education, housing, and agriculture may 
serve as near- to medium-term constraints on the rate of 
real economic progress.

These recognized obstacles are top-priority targets of Development 

Plan II, slated for the period 1968-71. But the long-term nature of 

each of these socio-economic problem areas is readily apparent, and the 

deficiencies are great.

Progress under DP-II approximating that under DP-I would boost 

real per capita GNP (at 1958 prices) near the $750 mark by 1971. This 

would approximate the stage attained by Italy in 1963--and by the United 

States in depress ion-year 1930. Such progress is increasingly dependent--

31William D. Hartley, "Sears in Spain," Wall Street Journal.
March 27, 1967, p. 1.
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perhaps crucially so— upon a solid growth of agricultural productivity 

that will help to lift 40% of the population into the market economy 

from the status of chronic under-consumers. Therein lies the challenge-- 

and the opportunity— for the architects of Spain's renewal.

At best, this second four-year period might be compared to the 

second quarter of an athletic contest— with no time-out provisions and 

no half-time intermission. More realistically, it may be compared to 

the second inning of a nine-inning game--a game with numerous strike

outs, some errors, and (hopefully) some homeruns by the "home" team.

Continuation of the revolution?

That the architects of the New Spain have more than economic 

problems to surmount is clear from rumblings that regularly issue from 

the seat of government.

It would be premature to jump to conclusions as to the 
likely outcome of the struggle between the less and the more 
progressive elements in the government; General Franco's 
sympathies are probably engaged with the former, but he is 
realist enough to know that the winds of change are now blowing 
in the opposite direction. ^

It is precisely this realism of el Caudillo, demonstrated on 

numerous previous occasions, that militates now in favor of the still- 

impoverished masses of Spain. The progressive liberalization, and even

tual abandonment, of the corporate-state economy will certainly create 

the conditions necessary for a marketing "revolution" in Spain similar 

to that which has occurred in the United States within the past generation.

By the time these necessary adjustments are completed, the term 

"evolution" might be more appropriate. By any standard, the expectation

32Economist Intelligence Unit, Quarterly Economic Review, No. 2, 
1967 (London: The Economist, 1967), p. 2.
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of a substantially complete overhaul of a nation's cultural, political, 

and economic infrastructure within the space of a decade is far too 

optimistic.

And what will be the payoff of this impending socio-economic 

revolution? Can we possibly predict some of the results of this 

"explosion of human expectations”?

The indicated course, and possibly the only useful one, is to 

draw a parallel with the experience of the United States--a method that 

has found favor with some marketing observers in similar situations. One 

particularly sanguine appraisal of marketing development in the United 

States holds that

It is no mere coincidence that our dramatic economic 
growth and rise in our standard of living . . . during the 
past 25 years have come about during the same period that we 
recognized the true marketing function . . . and the develop
ment of new thinking and management competence in creating a 
greater demand for more and better things.^3

This peroration might easily give rise to another of the perennial

"chicken-or-egg" debates, or to a philosophical tug-of-war. But these

questions are material for other, more abstract studies.

Here, the assumption is simply that (1) economic liberalization

goes hand-in-hand with marketing development, and (2) Spaniards (just as

Frenchmen, Italians, or Americans) are basically governed in their material

aspirations by an ever-changing perception of the attainable. If these

assumptions are valid, then the real payoff will come in the progressive

improvement in the living standards of the masses of Spaniards. This

improvement, in turn, will cause an upgrading of their material aspirations,

and so on--in the pattern of the marketing-oriented society of the United 
States.

33Ray R. Eppert, "Passport for Marketing Overseas,” Journal of 
Marketing, Vol. XXIX, No. 2 (April, 1965), p. 6. ----------
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APPENDIX A1

THE SPANISH STATE2 3

1Reference: Chapter III, footnote 5.
2Source: The Europa Year Book, Vol. I (London: Europa Publica

tions, Ltd, 1967), pp. 923-26.
3
Combined in the person of the Chief of the Falange, Don Francisco 

Franco Bahamonde.

146 '-
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Fundamental Laws

labor Charter (1938)
Law of the National Movement (1939)
Law of the Cortes (1942)
Spaniards' Charter (1945, 1966)
National Referendum Law (1945)
Law of Succession (1947)
Organic Law of the Spanish State (1966)

Composition of Council of Ministers

Foreign Affairs
Interior
Army
Navy
Justice
Finance
Education
Labor
Public Works
Agriculture
Information/tourism
Industry
Commerce
Housing

Advisory Councils to Chief of State

Council of the Realm: Matters of war, peace, and succession 
Regency Council: Operative in absence of the Chief of State

Judicial System

Civil Courts:

Supreme Tribunal 
Territorial High Courts (15) 
Provincial High Courts (50) 
Courts of First Instance (579) 
Municipal Courts (251)
District Courts (578)
Courts of Peace (8,500)

4Spa in has no formal constitution.
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Ecclesiastical Courts 

Military Courts

Provincial and Local Governments

Provincial Governments: Civil Governor (appointed by Central Government) 
and elected Provincial Council.

Municipal Government: Mayor appointed by Central Government in fifty 
provincial capitals and by Civil Governor in other towns; elected 
Town Council.



APPENDIX B1 

OPUS DEI2

ORIGIN: Founded in 1928 by a Spanish priest, Jose-maria Escriva,

in Madrid.

PURPOSE: To promote the dedication of the laity to a life of 

service and asceticism, equivalent to the priestly vocation.

MEMBERSHIP: Secret membership lists. Estimated total: 60,000 

worldwide; 25,000 in Spain. Intellectual and professional men: a sub

stantial percentage of total membership.

FOCUS OF ACTIVITY: Principally directed toward youth. Sponsored 

educational facilities in Spain: (1) University of Navarre (enrollment 

5,220), acknowledged as Spain's best; (2) graduate school of business 

administration, Barcelona, affiliated with Harvard University: (3) working

class trade schools in industrial centers; (4) numerous spiritual retreats, 

residences, and study centers.

Other enterprises: (1) ownership of two Madrid newspapers and

several magazines and publishing houses; (2) reputed control of 40% of 

the teaching profession in Spain's universities; (3) variegated edu

cational, charitable, and cultural enterprises on a worldwide basis, 

embracing 68 countries.

NATURE OF COMMITMENT: Vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience.

All "excess" income--greater than required to maintain required station

Reference: Chapter IV, footnote 12.
oSources: Time, epy cit.; Welles, op. cit.; Smith, op. cit.
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^ " A c c r u e s  to Opus Do 1. Unmarried members subject to assignment 

anywhere the organization desires. Basic philosophy: to Christianize 

secular life.

POLITICAL ASPECTS: No overt influence on members' jobs or 

political beliefs. No commitment to any political, economic, ideolo

gical, or cultural group. Example: Spanish membership includes all 

shades of anti-Franco sentiment--as well as at least four key members of 

the Franco cabinet.

OPPOSITION: Rival factions in the Franco regime— on political

grounds. The Jesuits, charging heretical concepts and practices. Some 

other groups--on philosophical grounds, suspecting a movement toward 

union of church and state.

OPUS DEI MEMBERS IN CENTRAL GOVERNMENT (1967): (1) Development

Planning Minister: Laureano Lopez Rodo; (2) Minister of Commerce: 

Faustine Garcia-Monco; (3) Minister of Industry: Gregoria Lopez Bravo; 

(4) Central Bank Governor: Mariano Navarro Rubio; (5) Ambassador to 

the EEC: Alberto Ullastres.



APPENDIX G1

GOALS OF THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN OF 1964-672

Genera 1

The Development Plan is designed "to obtain the most rapid increase

in the standard of living, cultural development, and welfare of the Spanish
3population consistent with monetary stability."

Goals

-- Increase in Gross National Product: 6% annual rate.

-- Increase in real per capita income: from $360 (1963) to $469 
(1967), at 1958 prices.

-- Expansion of exports: 10% annual rate.

-- Total capital investment, 1964-67: $14 billion, of which $5.6
billion is to be Government funds.

-- Attraction of foreign investment capital: $280 million (1964), 
increasing to $387 million (1967)--total $1,355 million.

-- Regional development program: to decentralize industrial growth, 
avoiding congestion and distributing the social benefits.
Regional centers (polos): Burgos, Huelva, La Coruna, Seville, 
Valladolid, Vigo, Zaragoza.

Sub-goals

-- Creation of 970,000 new jobs.

^•Reference: Chapter IV, footnote 19.

^Sources: Welles, op. cit.; Bank of America, op. cit.; U. S. Dept,
of Commerce, Overseas Business Report #62-157, December, 1963.

~*El Plan de Desarrollo Economica y Social, acto de la Cortes 
Españoles, December 28, 1963. Quoted in Bank of America, op. cit., p. 9.
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Transfer of 340,000 workers out of agriculture into other fields. 

Distribution of Government investment ($5.6 billion):

Transportation ..........................  24.6%
Agriculture and irrigation ..............  20.3%
Housing and urbanization ................  19.5%
Public sector investments ..............  17.1%

- Education and vocational training . . . .  6.8%

Agriculture:

- Land consolidation: 810,000 hectares.
- Tax incentives for fertilizer and farm equipment manu

facture and purchases.
- Reafforestation of 304,000 hectares.
- Credit facilities for modernization.
- New irrigation facilities: 300,000 hectares.
- Technical and marketing development.
- Increase of tractor population to 200,000.

Housing: complete 720,000 low-cost apartments (620,000 state- 
subsidized).

Education:

- New primary-school classrooms: 16,000.
- More pupils in secondary schools: 75,000.
- More pupils in vocational training: 107,000.
- Minimum school-leaving age: increase from age 12 to age 14.
- Additional technical colleges: four.

Railways and highways: new investment of $1,372 million.

- Repair 6,000 miles of roads.
- Build 120 miles of throughways.
- Renew 2,000 miles of track.

Industry: modernize and expand.

- Building materials: $304 million— 70% in cement facilities.
- Chemical, fertilizer, paper: $550 million.
- Shipbuilding: New tonnage, 1,026,000— $406 million.
- Increase annual growth rates:

Textiles...........................7.7%
Rubber............................. 1961 rate X 2
Telephones........................ 10.0%

Industry: selected production goals.
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Item and Units
1962

Production

Projected
1967 Percentage

Production Increase

Steel, million tons 
Electric power, billion KWh 
Coal, million tons 
Cement, million tons 
Aluminum, thousand tons 
Machinery, million dollars 
Autos, thousand units 
Indust, vehicles, thousands 
Tractors, thousand units 
Textiles, million dollars 
Radios, thousand units 
Television sets, thousands 
Telephone census, millions

2.3 4.5 96
22.9 39.4 72
15.0 22.3 49
6.8 14.0 106

44.0 70.0 59
629.6 1300.9 107
63.3 200.0 216
36. 5 50.0 37
9. 1 28.0 208

1058.8 1534.7 45
420.0 630.0 50
210.0 290.0 38
2.1 3.4 62



APPENDIX D1 

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA2

Population Projections to 1980, Spain and 
Selected Countries

Country
Area 

1000 Km2

Populat ion 
1000

(Mid-1965
Dens 1ty 
Per Km2

Projected Population 
1000

Percentage
Increase

1970 1975 1980
1965-
1970

1965-
1975

Spain3 502.4 31604 63 32889 34225 35616 4.1 8.3

EEC 1167.5 181600 156 188605 195800 202710 3.8 7.8

France 551.2 48940 89 50950 53515 56305 4.1 9.3
Ita ly 301.2 51546 171 54320 56400 58440 5.4 9.4

USA 9363.4 194572 21 207480 224180 243370 6.6 15.2

aExcluding African enclaves: Ceuta and Mellila. Projections based on assumption that present 
emigration rates will continue.

^References: Chapter VI, footnote 6.

Source: Statistical Office of the European Community, Basic Statistics of the Community 
(Brussels: European Economic Community, 1966), pp. 15-16, 19.

2
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Population, by Age and Sex, 1965
( 1000)

Under 15 15 to 64 65 and Over Total

Country Male Ferna1e Percent Male Female Percent Male Female Percent Male Female

Spain® 86 30b 27.1 9518 10106 62.0 1100 2280e 11.2 3 L604b

EEC 22311 21349 24.2 57090 59562 64.7 7933 11993 11. 1 87334 92904

France 6339 6110 25.6 15251 15149 62.4 2178 3661 12.0 23768 24920
Ita 1yd 6410 6144 24.2 16863 17362 66.1 2117 2921 9.7 25390 26427

USAd 19689 19056 20.2 66398 68330 70.4 7848 10013 9.4 93935 97399

aExcluding African enclaves: Ceuta and Mellila. 

bMale and female combined. cAge 60 and over. ^1964.
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Size of Households
( 1000)

Country
Census
Date

Number of Persons 
Constituting Household

Total

Average
Household

Size1 2 3 4
5 or 
More

Spain 1960 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 7 548 4.0
EEC 196 la — ----- - — — 53923 3.2

France 1962 2830 4390 2800 2070 2 500 14600 3.3Ita ly 1961 1464 2693 3086 2798 3707 13748 3.8

USA 1964 8718 15287 9808 9435 12906 56154 3.5

aLuxembourg and Netherlands, 1960; France, 1962.
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Spain: Distribution of the Labor Force by Economic Sector 
(1000 and percent of total force)

O

1950 1960 1963 1965

Economic Sector Workers Percent Workers Percent Workers Percent Workers Percent

ALL SECTORS 10793 100.0 11634 100.0 11882 100.0 12275 100.0

Agriculture 5271 48.8 4803 41.3 4501 37.9 3935 32.0
Manufacturing 1904 17.7 1546 21.9 2835 23.8 3074 25.0
Services 1522 14. 1 1619 14.0 1592 13.4 2144 17.5
Commerce 698 6.5 912 7.8 1032 8.7 12 52 10.2
Construction 574 5.3 822 7. 1 941 7.9 992 8. 1
Transport, storage 

and communications 421 3.9 537 4.6 618 5.2 601 4.9
Mining and quarrying 174 1.6 203 1.7 184 1.6 178 1. 5
Utilities 56 0.5 81 0.7 84 0.7 99 0.8
Others 172 1.6 112 0.9 95 0.8 --- ---

Summary (Percent)

-'Sources :
1954-1964, op. cit. 
p. 3.

Sector 1950 1960 1963 1965

Agriculture 49 41 38 32
Industry/Utilities 25 31 34 35
Services 26 27 28 33

1950 and 1960 data: U. S., BLS, op. cit., p. 15; 1963 data: OECD, Manpower Statistics. 
, p. 144; 1965 data: EIU, Quarterly Economic Review, Annual Supplement, 1967, op. cit. .
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EDUCATIONAL DATA4

Structure of Spanish Public Education

Education Level Years

1962
Enrollment

(1000)
Primary 8 3750
Secondary:

Bachillerato general: 507
Elementary
Higher3

4 Years
2 Years 6

Primary teacher training 3b 43
Schools of commerce 3b 18

Bachillerato laboral 7 36
Industrial vocational training 5 83

Industrial apprenticeship 3
Industrial mastery 2C

Intermediate technical 3b 45
Workers * universities 5 6

Higher:
Supperior technical 5 17
Univers i ty 4-5 68d

Total enrollment 4574
aThree years for those entering a university.

Prerequisite: completion of
phase. bachillerato general elementary

Prerequisite: completion of 
phase or apprenticeship phase.

bachillerato general elementary

^State-operated universities only.

4Source: U. S., BLS, op. cit. 
footnote 20. » PP* 9-11; Reference : Chapter VI



APPENDIX E1

INTER-COUNTRY COMPARISONS OF REAL INCOMES

The growing volume of international trade, industry, aid, and 

economic cooperation has magnified the need for a reasonably reliable 

indicator of relative real incomes, expenditures, consumption, etc., as 

a basis for international decision-making.

The hazards inherent in attempting to make these necessary 

international comparisons must be recognized. For example, the use 

of official exchange rates in converting national account aggregates 

to a common base has been proved to introduce gross errors into basic 

international comparisons. As a rough rule, it appears that the really 

"hard" currencies, i.e., those belonging to countries in which the real 

prxce level is relatively low, tend to be understated in the conversion 

process: the national product, per capita income, living standards, etc., 

are too low relative to those countries having the more inflated currencies

Recognition of the problems involved is by no means a new develop

ment. Much valuable work has been done to introduce corrective factors 

into international statistical data. Several sophisticated techniques 

are currently in use by most international statistical agencies (United 

Nations, OECD, EEC, AID, etc.). Such data may be used with a great deal 

more confidence than was possible a decade ago— so long as the user is 

looking for general indicators rather than specific rigorous comparison.

Reference: Chapter VII, footnote 31.
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One outstanding recent treatment of the subject is a report by

Dr. Wilfred Beckerman of Balliol College, Oxford, prepared at the request
o

of the OECD Development Center. By the use of rigorous statistical 

techniques, Dr. Beckerman has succeeded in identifying a set of "non

monetary indicators that have been found to correlate closely with 

independent estimates of relative real per capita income or consumption 

in international comparisons.

The theory behind the method is extremely simple. It 
is as follows: of the extremely large number of items that one 
can expect to be closely correlated with "real" consumption per 
head it is reasonable to expect that, for a few, the relation
ship is similar in a large number of countries and is more or 
less insensitive to inter-country differences in the relative 
price of the item concerned. By experimentation it is pos
sible, in principle, to identify these. Once this is done, 
the measure of the level of the item concerned implies a unique 
measure of per capita total consumption from which the level 
of this item results.

In brief, the items of consumption identified by Dr. Beckerman 

so far in his experimentation include (all stated in per capita volume):

1. Apparent steel consumption in kilograms per annum.

2. Cement production (in metric tons X 10) per annum.

3. Number of domestic letters sent per annum.

4. Stock of radio receivers (X 10).

5. Stock of telephones (X 100).

6. Stock of road vehicles (domestic and commercial, X 100).

7. Meat consumption in kilograms per annum.

The ready availability of reliable annual consumption figures on 

the above items in most countries makes the use of such a "direct" indi

cator method practicable and relatively straight-forward. Dr. Beckerman

(Paris :
2
Wilfred Beckerman, International Comparison of Real Incomes 
OECD, 1966), --- ---— -----

30ECD, The OECD Observer, No. 26, February, 1967, pp. 36-7.
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is at some pains to state that the method, while promising great improve

ment over past practices, can be vastly improved by the use of a larger 

number of proven indicators.
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Mining and Manufacturing Production4

Unit 1958 1963 1964 1965 1966a

Soft coal Mn. tons 11.3 10.2 9. 5 10.2 10. 1
Anthracite Mn. tons 3.1 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.8
Iron Ore Mn. tons 5.0 5.2 5.1 5.8 5.1
Pyrites Mn. tons 2.0 2.0 2.3 2.4 2.4
Cast iron Mn. tons 1.3 1.9 1.9 2.3 2.1
Steel Mn. tons 1.6 2.8 3.2 3.5 3.8
Copper 1000 tons 42.7 44.7 57.1 58.7 61.7
Lead 1000 tons 69.8 62.1 58.0 53.8 56.4
Aluminum • 1000 tons 16.1 46.3 49.6 53.3 64.8
Sulphuric acid*3 Mn. tons 1.1 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.7
Cement Mn. tons 4.8 7.1 8.1 9.8 11.8
Paper, cardboard 1000 tons 321.0 513.4 554.9 657.9 786.0
Cotton yearn 1000 tons 76.0 83.3 112.2 106.2 122.9
Cotton fabrics 1000 tons 45.2 67.9 100.9 101.0 116.4
Woolen yean 1000 tons 14.1 17.3 29.0 31.0 33.9
Woolen fabrics 1000 tons 11. 1 11. 1 22.0 22.5 28.7
Rayon, viscose 1000 tons 49.5 60. 5 61.9 55.8 50.1
Refrigerators 1000 243 295 372 295
Washing machines 1000 227 320 320 355
Radio sets 1000 541 576 446 397
Television sets 1000 315 439 554 570
Bicycles 1000 159 186 171 151 141
Motorcycles 1000 145 178 179 175 102
Automobiles 1000 32.6 79.2 119. 5 155.0 249. 1
Lorries 1000 7.6 48. 1 59.9 73.9 91.2
Tractors 1000 2.0 13. 1 12.8 13.1 17.4
Merchant shipping 1000 tons 145.0 188.4 219.6 278.4 366.0
Electrical power Bn. kWh 16.4 25.9 29.5 31.7 37.7

Provisional figures.

P o t  including output of superphosphates factories. 

cTonnage launched.

Source: OECD, Economic Surveys: Spain, 1966-67, op. cit.
p. 42; Reference: Chapter VII, footnote "a,11 Table 25.

4
9



AGRICULTURE5

Indices of Agricultural Output® 
(Average 1952/53-1956/57 - 100)

Country
1957/
1958

1958/
1959

1959/
1960

1960/
1961

1961/
1962

1962/
1963

1963/
1964

1964/
1965

Percentage
Change
1958-65

Spa in 109 110 117 119 121 129 146 133 + 22
EEC 103 110 111 117 114 122 124 128 + 24

France 99 102 107 121 116 126 129 131 + 32Italy 101 116 116 107 116 115 113 119 + 18
USA 99 106 109 110 n o 112 118 117 + 18

aNet of imported feeding stuffs and store cattle.

Source: Statistical Office of the European Community, Basic Statistics of the Community, 
EPy-gl.t« ,_pp.44, 45* 48? 1955 and 1963 labor data: OECD, Manpower Statistics, 1955-1964, op. cit., 
pp. 38, 60, 70, 80, 88, 112, 124; Reference: Chapter VII, footnote 41.
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Land Utilization Pattern, 1964

Agricultural Area Percent of Agricultural Area Wooded Area3

Country 1000 Ha.
Percent of 
Total Area

Arable
Land

Permanent 
Meadow & Pasture 1000 Ha.

Percent of 
Total Area

Spain'3 22232 44.0 93.7 6.3 26703 52.8

EEC 71686 61.3 63.6 36.4 26370 22.6

France 33926 61.5 60.9 39. 1 12000 23.0
Italy 19582 65.0 74.4 25.6 6193 20.6

USA 441366 47. 1 41.9 58.1 207101 32.8

aOverlap in classifications: totals may exceed 100%. 

b1963.
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Livestock Census and Meat Production, 1964 
(1000 Head and 1000 Ton)

Bovines Total Meat Production

Country Total Cows Pigs
Sheep and 
Goats 1000 Tons Kg./Capita

Spain 3671 6055 22204 850 27
EEC 50440 24295 38027 20621 9804 54

France 20516 10853 9149 9908 3852 75
Italy 9600 4800 5450 9125 1319 26

USA 106743 49899 56119 3192 5 20408 105



Agricultural Labor Trends, 1955-1965
( 1000)

Spain EEC USA

1955 1963 1965 1955 1963 1965 1955 1963 1965

Total labor force 11223 12004 12275 71606 73914 74677 65847 72975 76635

Total agricultural labor 5031 4486 3835 14606 12977 12099 6718 4946 4585

As % of total force 44.9 37.4 31.2 20.4 17.6 16.2 10.2 6.8 6.0

Analysis of Changes

Spain EEC USA

Total Average/Yeara Total Average/Yeara Total Average/Yeara

Decrease 1955-63 10.8% 1.4% 11.2% 1.4% 26.4% 3.3%

Decrease 1955-65 23.7% 2.4 % 17.2% 1.7% 31.8% 3.2 %

Decrease 1963-65 14. 5% 7.3% 6.8% 3.4% 7.3% 3.7%

aAt linear rate
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APPENDIX F1

COMMERCIAL AREAS OF SPAIN2

Economic Region Commercial Areas'*
1. Galicia La Coruna, Santiago de Comnostela. rl 

Ferrol del Caudillo, Lugo, Pontevedra, 
Vigo, Orense

2. Astur-Leon Oviedo, Aviles, Gijon, Leon, Ponferrada
3. North and Ebro Santander, Bilbao, San Sebastian, Vitoria, 

Mirando de Ebro, Logroño, Pamplona
4. Duero Avila, Burgos, Aranda de Duero, Soria, 

Valladolid, Falencia, Zamora, Salamanca, 
Ciudad Rodrigo, Bejar, Segovia

5. Aragon Huesca, Jaca, Barbas tro, Teruel, Zara- 
goza, Calatayud

6. Catalonia Lérida, Puigcerda, Gerona, Figueras. 
Olot y Vich, Barcelona, Manresa. Vil- 
lafranca del Panades, Tarragona, Reus, 
Va lis, Tortosa

7. Extremadura Badajoz, Merida. Zafra. Villaneuva Hp 
la Serena-Don Benito, Caceres, Plasencia

8. Center Cuenca, Toledo, Talavera de la Reina. 
Ciudad Real, Puerto1laño. Valdeoenas. 
Albacete, Madrid, Guadala jara

9. Levante Castellón, Valencia, Utiel. Gandía. 
Jativa, Onteniente, Alicante, Alcoy. 
Elche, Murcia, Cartagena. Lorca

10. Guadalquivir Cadiz, Jerez de la Frontera. Ta T.inpaT 
Algeciras, Cordoba, Jaén, Linares. 
Sevilla, Huelva, Ayamonte. Ubeda

^■Reference: Chapter IX, footnote "b," Table 44.

Source: Anuario del Mercado Español, 1966. op. cit., pp. 361-2. 

Under1ine indicates provincial capital.
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11. South Almeria, Granada, Motril, Malaga, Ante
quera, Ronda

12. Balearios Palma de Mallorca, Ibiza, Ciudadela,
Mahon

13. Canaries Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Santa Cruz de
la Palma, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, 
Arrecife
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BASIC DATA, INDEX OF ACTIVE WEALTH: DEMOGRAPHIC 
AND CULTURAL COMPONENTS4 
(National base = 100,000)

Population

Immigrants
Students
(Secondary)

Book
SellersRegion Total Urban

Galicia 8348.4 3495.60 1520.17 6932.4 5560.8

Astur-Leon 5060.0 2588.20 17 52.13 6194.4 6287.5

North & Ebro 8301.9 7950.10 15995.40 10592.7 13870. 5

Duero 7003.9 4308.70 5171.95 7536.1 7835.7

Aragon 3512.6 2837.00 4335.17 3433.4 4170.6

Catalonia 13700.9 18831.10 34434.54 15623.9 12733.0

Extremadura 4235.6 2409.50 1512.31 2567.0 3064.7

Center 15074.4 21770.70 14274.61 19805.5 18451.9

Levante 10990.4 11077.80 13530.72 9762.6 10205.4

Guadalquivir 13006.1 15704.37 3384.24 8468.3 9194.4

South 6067.6 5029.60 1896.84 4320.7 4770.9

Balearios 1450.9 1583.70 957.36 1480.0 853.0

Canaries 3246.8 2413.70 1236.56 3283.0 3001.6

Source: Anuario del Mercado Espanol (Madrid: Banco Espanol de 
Credito, 1966), pp. 63-74; Reference: Chapter IX, footnote "a," Table 45.
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BASIC DATA, INDEX OF ACTIVE WEALTH: GENERAL 
WEALTH, ECONOMIC COMPONENTS 
(National base ” 100,000)

Región

Agri
cultural
Wealth

Urban 
Wea1th

Commer. & 
Industrial 
Wealth

Commer
cia 1

Vehicles
Tele
phones

Galicia 7042.4 4237.3 5451.4 4812.8 3717.5
Astur-Leon 4066.3 4473.4 4726.9 4576.1 3465.8
North & Ebro 5486.2 11215.8 12091.8 13234.8 10683.1
Duero 11983.6 5306.6 6160.6 5809.3 3657.9
Aragón 7307.7 3778.0 4535.9 3732.1 3089.0
Catalonia 8261.7 23590.3 23286.5 20600.2 23208.6
Extremadura 77 52.5 2362.6 1957.6 1570.4 1371.5
Center 10649.7 19005.0 16048.0 18210.9 25490.6
Levante 12327.8 8673.7 10468.4 9740.8 9582.5
Guadalquivir 17197.4 9385.8 8116.3 6983.2 7199.0
South 5120.6 3554.7 3196.4 5784.9 3488.3
Balearios 1448.7 1822.1 1680.2 1728.1 2401.9
Cañarles 1355.4 2594.7 2280.0 5216.4

.

2644.3
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